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liquor Policy Change Approved 
Security Excepted, Made O~tional For Certain Party Situations 

By JOAN TONNESSEN 

A revision of the experimental alcohol policy 
has been approved recently by the Residence Life 
Committee. making Security optional for certain 
"events where an exception to this policy seems 
appropriate." 

The experimental policy further reads that 
sponsors of such events "must obtain the 
approval of the complex coordinator for 
alternative security measures." 

Prior to this revision, the policy stated that 
Security personnel were required at all events 
involving 25 people or more and where alcoholic 
beverages were being served. 

"In one sense, Security is still needed," 
cautioned one of the four committee members. 
Rodney Complex Coordinator Donald Sessions. 
"But the policy now provides for exceptions." 

"A wine-tasting party. a sherry hour for a guest 
speaker on campus. or a small cocktail party" 
were cited as examples of possible exceptions to 
the policy by another committee member. 
Edward Spencer. associate director of Residence 
Life. · 

"The general requirements can be waived." 
Spencer continued. "and the person to waive it is 
the complex coordinator.·· 

Sessions said the change was precipitated by 
the two students on the committee. , 

The reasoning which prompted the change in 
policy was "rooted in the needs of the students 
and Security, .. explained Mark Howard, one of 
the students on the committee. "The stress on 
Security guat:ds in the old policy would haye been 
phenomenal. No way could they have made it to 
all the parties - especially on weekends." 

Howard continued that the committee "wanted 
a modification designed to get a workable policy 

upholding state laws and not ruining the 
atmosphere of a party at the university." 

Sessions concurred with Howard. stating that 
"people are. uptight about l)aving Security at 
every event." He affirmed, "Security is not 
oppressive. but many people feel it is. To promote 
this feeling is not the intent of the policy. Its 
purpose is to protect from property damage and 
bodily harm during such an event." 

The committee unanimously agreed with 
Sessions' view that there was "no need for 
Security to be present at an event not designed to 
get out of hand." Most important. Sessions 
averred, was "the whole idea is not for 
students to be hassled, but to allow the students to 
take responsibility for their actions." 

This opinion echoes the rationale for the 
experiment as outlined in the experimental policy 
itself. It states. "Students are mature people and 
should be allowed. as much as possible. the same 
responsibilities as people their age Jiving outside 
the university. An educational institution has the 
charge of preparing students by teaching them to 
become responsible adults." 

To date. four dorms have · petitioned the 
committee for approval. and have been accepted 
into the experiment: Rodney E-F: Russell C: and 
Lane. Three more dorm petitions will be reviewed 
at the committee's weekly meeting today. 

Spencer did not anticipate any problems with 
the change in policy. ''I'm an optimist ... he said: 
"If students appreciate this and are willing to 
cooperate. then we will have no problems.·· 

Sessions alsQ did not see any impending 
problems. He asserted that "as far as the specific 
.change is concerned. it is quite minor" in terms of 
•the whole policy. · 

A JUG OF WINE AND ... -Residence Life has appro\'t'd 
revisions in the experimental alcohol policy which provide for the 
waiving of Security measures under certain conditions. The policy 
has thus far &en accepted by four dormitories. 

U.S. Congressional Candidates Face Fiscal Challenge 
duPont Urges Budget Cut Soles Sees Tax Programs 
To Curb Economic Woes As Against Public Interest 

By EILEEN DUTKA 

"We have a preoccupation with the 
presidency, but it's in Congress that 
things really happen," argued Pierre 
S. duPont IV, candidate for reelection 
to Delaware's sole seat in the U.S. 
House of Representatives. 

duPont, seeking his third term in 
office, viewed Congress as the arena of 
inost political action of import. For 
example, he noted that the current 
economic conditions of the nation are 
"partly because Congress has not been 
taking tough enough action in fiscal 
matters." 

The representative saw necessary 
budget cuts in both defense and foreign 
aid expenses as vital for stimulating' 
the economy. duPont explained that 
the nation is sending military aid to 
countries "that do not have a military 
threat. We spend an enormous amount 
of money for no apparent reason other 
than for being a nice guy," he 
continued. 

duPont also reasoned that aid should 
be cut off to oil exporting countries. 
Indonesia gets ~and"'ne-half 
billion dollars from the incremental 
gain of oil sales, "so why are we giving 
them aid? duPont queried. 

Pierre S. duPoot IV, Republican candidate. Ja.JlleS R. Soles, Democratic candidate. 

Editor's Note: This is the last of a seven part ·series d~aling with the 
· candidates and issues of this year's election. O~her candidates for the office 

· mclude George C. Broum of the Prohibition party, Melvin Dillard of the Labor 
party, Donald G. Gies of tfle American party and John Trager of the Pubiic 
Congress of Delaware party. 

By STEVE WATSON 

James R. Soles. Democratic 
candidate for the U.S. House of 
Representatives, believes that many 
current and proposed tax programs 
are not directed toward the interests of 
the American people. 

Pointing to the investment tax credit 
given to a number of companies for the 
development of resources. Soles urges 
a · reduction of this "highly 
inflationary:· practice. 

"The. American people have been 
ripped off by big oil, sugar and mineral 
companies for years." he stated. 
adding that these interests must accept 
"more modest profits." 

Soles condemns the surtax on 
incomes proposed by President Ford 
as being directed toward the middle 
income group and "only a temporary 
measure.'' One alternative given by 
Soles is a "capital gains tax" which 
would attach a minimum tax on 
wealth received through inheritance. 

·'This tax would produce the same 
amount of money, but would go on 
forever, which the surtax does not do," 
he explained. 

Soles contends that the 
(Continued to ...... 131 
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Nixon Conditio'n Critical 
According to an Associated Press release issued Tuesday ,night, 

former President Richard M. Nixon was listed in critical condition 
after he went into shock following surgery. 

Earlier that day,.surgeons at Memorial Hospital Medical Center 
in Long Beach. Calif. had clamped a vein in Nixon's pelvis to 
prevent a newly discovered blood clot from breaking off and 
lodging in his lungs. After the one-hour operation, Nixon was 
reported to be "doing well" and recovering normally. . 

He lapsed into shock .at 12:45 p.m .. more than six hours after 
surgery. A team of physicians adr,ninistered "countershock 

. measures for three hours until a stable vascular condition was 
once again restored," according to Nixon's physician, Dr. John 
C. Lungren. who later added, "The patient is still considered· 
critical." 

The state of Nixon's health is expected to be a primary factor 
in determining whether he will be able to testify at the Watergate 
coverup trial in Washington. 

Heavyweight Title Fight 
In a surprising upset victory Tuesday night. Muhammad Ali 

regained his title as World Heavyweight Boxing Champion by 
knocking out favored defending champion George Foreman. The 
scheduled 15 round bout was brought to an abrupt halt after Ali 
floored Foreman with a left-right combination to the head in the 
eighth round of the fight. 

The defeat was the first ever for Foreman. and the crowd of 
50.000 went wild as the fight ended. Thirty-seven of Foreman's 
previous 40 victories had been by knockout. 

Possible Food Price Fixing 
Attorney .General William B. Saxbe disclosed Tuesday that the 

Justice Department is investigating the possibility that recent 
iRcreases in food prices may be a result of price fixing and other 
illegal acts. According to Saxbe. the investigation involves such 
cost-of-living items as sugar. tuna. eggs. and beef. He also stated 
that he was not yet sure whether the food price inquiries would 
lead to criminal indictments or other legal action. 

A new major policy position was also disclosed. Saxbe asked 
Congress to repeal the Federal law permitting states to pass fair 
trade laws which prohibit the sale of particular products at prices 
lower than those fixed under the fair trade law. 

Saxbe also disclosed that the Antitrust Division intended to use 
"more agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation" to work on 
anti-trust cases. 

U.S. Pledges Grain to India 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger met with senior Indian 

officials on Tuesday. Diplomats said afterwards that India will 
receive at least 500.000 tons of grain at reduced prices from the 
United States. They further explained that India needs from 5 to 10 
million tons. A final decision on how much food aid that the United 
States will give to India will be reached next month in Washington. 

Death Penalty 
On Tuesday. the Supreme Court agreed to take another look at 

:the death penalty. Arguments concerning its unconstitutionality 
under any circumstance will be considered. · 

The case of a ~orth Carolina man who was condemned to die for 
a fatal sh<>otin~nYilit occured over a quarrel and a ten dollar bill 
during a dice game will be reviewed. 

On June 29. 1972. the Supreme Court ruled that -capital 
punishment rules that stood at that time were unconstitutional. 
This will be the first death· penalty case that the court has heard 
since that time. 

Sawhill Fired As Energy Boss 
President Ford fired Federal Energy Administrator John C. 

Sawhill on Tuesday over disagreements concerning the proposed 
gasoline tax hike and government energy reguiations. 

Ford announced that Sawhill will be replaced by Andrew E. 
Gibson. former assistant commerce secretary in the Nixon 
Administration. GibsoQ, 52, is . also the former head of a 
Philadelphia oil transport firm. 

Mexican Oil 
Mexican President Luis Echeverria informed President Ford 

that if the United States expects to find any of the newly 
discovered oil from Mexico. it will do so at the inflated world 
market price. Echeverria made the disclosure Tuesday after 
meeting with Ford in Tubac, Ariz. in.a borderline summit: 

Davidson· Gets Canned 
In a surprise move, the World Football League fired its founder 

and commissioner. Gary Davidson, on Wednesday. Davidson 
formerly founded the maverick American Basketball Association 
and World Hockey League. 

ea 
' ' 

Give your mind a daily dose of the hottest newspaper in town: 
The EVENING JOURNAL. It's the only way to get all the news 
while it's news. When it happens. Why it happens. Who makes 
it happen. We fill your head with the facts you need. The 
demands are many. You must understand politics, economics, 
history, government and the arts. They effect you every day, 
and the more you know the richer your life will be. Get your 
head into shape. Start feeding it some high powered brain food: 
The EVENING JOURNAL. 
Fill in the coupon below or call 654-5351. 

Coupon expires December 31, 1974 1 

Please start delivering my dally dose of high 
powered brain food. Immediately. I'll pay 
.75C when my student agent calls on me. 

Name ........................................... . 

Street ........................................... . 

City ........ .. ..... State ... ... ..... Zip .... ........ . 

EVENING JOURNAL 
I . . 831 Orange Street 
I Wilmington, DE 19899 -----------------------
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Kneading a Loose Connection 
By KAREN PENNINGTqN 

Bared lubricated backs. 
Flexed lubricated hands. 
Those were the two essentials necessary for 

participants in the massage workshop held 
in Thompson lounge Monday night. 

··Never do this," began nursing instructor and 
massage "expert" Shirley Cudney, squeezing some 
Vaseline Insensive Care directly on the back of her 
demonstration patient, junior · Joe Geraghty. "You 
have to warm up the lotion in your hands because you 
want to get him psychologically prepared for the 
massage." 

Cudney put her magic fingers to work on the 
muscular back of Geraghty, who was lying prone on a 
table in front of the audience. "You'll notice I'm using 
a fairly firm touch because I'm working on a very 
firm back," Cudney noted, adding, ··if you were giving 
your ~year-old grandmother a rubdown, you 
wouldn't be quite so tough." 

By rubbing the neck and shoulders. she initiated the 
massage. Geraghty groaned in appreciation. "Now 
I'm going to begin effleurage." Cudney explained to 
the crowd totalling about 40. "If you think of it from a 
swimmer's point of view. it's like the breast stroke." 

Sbe performed the motion about five times. then 
went on to a kneading process she labelled 
"petrissage.·, "You have to move your hands in a 
circular rotation-the right hand leads and the left 
follows along. This is probably the hardest one to 
perfect but it's a very relaxing motion. isn't it?" she 
asked Geraghty . 

.. Urrimm. hummmmmm." he replied lazily. 
"He's in a very bad position to disagree with me," 

Cudney quipped. 
"I'm a very agreeable guy." Geraghty smiled. 
Cudn~y moved down his back and began rubbing in 

a criss-cross motion across the small of his back. 
"The small of your back takes a beating," she 
remarked, demonstrating, "I'm trying to lift the 

. tissue right off the bones. Notice I don't stand stable. 
You have to go with your moves. Even your victims 
can tell the difference." Geraghty nodded. "You have 
to swing with your motions-just let yourself go." 

"Don't ever use your fingertips,". Cudney advised. 
"use the flat of your hands and fingers, because you 
don't want to pinch the poor victim:· 

Sliding ·her fingers up his back, she made a peace 
sign and set her fingers on either side of his spinal 

. cord. She applied pressure with the other hand. then 
pulled them down his spine. "Now I'm working on his 
sacrospinalis muscles." Cudney explained as he let 
out a soothing "oooh." 

She concluded the massage with a repeat of the 
effleurage or breast stroke motion. "Now, if you're 
seeking to stimulate your partner." Cudney laughed 
as she began beating on his back with the sides of her 
hands. "you can do what the Japanese do." Geraghty 
looked up in surprise but didn't make a comment. 

After observing the entire massage procedure, the 
participants took their positions on the rear-ends or 
beside their parnters. The students shed shirts and 
awaited Cudney's instructions. 

"Okay. now that you've got them well lubricated, 

Staff photos by Clark Kendus 

THAT MAGIC TOUCH-Even an amateur masseuse 
draws a _grunt of sati~faction fr~m her partner. Shirley 
. Cudney l above right) demonstrates different backrub 
techniques on Joe Geraghty. 

let's start at the neck ... Now come over the shoulders 
and go down," she said. "That's down far enough ... 
one girl told her male partner. 

Cudney took the class on to the petrissage and 
coached, "This should be the most impressive part of 
the massage." One partner moaned. " It feels like 
she's starting the war of 1812 on my back.' . 

"This should completely destroy the uptight 
generation... Cudney remarked, but someone 
countered. "My mother always warned me about 
this." · 

"How's it going'?" Cudney asked. "Wet and wild ... 
came the reply. 

"How's it feel?" one girl asked her partner. 
"Pretty good." he replied sheepishly. 
" Is that all?" she queried. insulted . 
"Well. . . .. he smiled. 
"I told you I had good hands ... she remarked 

triumphantly. · 
"Once you get the principles down. you can make 

your qwn modificiations... Cudney concluded. The 
class laughed knowlingly. 

Billingsley, Brown In Contest for 25th District Post 
By JEFFREY BOYER 

"The way I understand our 
government to run.. . . is that 
the people elect someone to 
represent them. And that 
person sits in a chair and 
listens to the debate and then 
votes yes, no, or maybe," 
stated John Billingsley, state · 
representative from the 25th 
District. 

Billingsley refuted a charge 
by his Democratic opponent, 
Prof. Hal Brown, that the 
representative discourages 
his constituents' 
participation. "If you ask me 
to be there to represent you 
and I say 'I can't even make a 
decision, tell me how to vote.·
I'm hardly doing my job," 
said Billingsley. "That's the 
mark of a very weak 
person-when he has to be 
told how to vote." · 

Billingsley sees his best · 
defense as being his own 
productivity. During the past 
six years he has drafted over 
10 percent of the bills passed 
in the State House. One of his 
main objectives has been to 
lower the drinking age. "In 

·each of the years, we went 
down to an age of majority of 
19 and eventually 18. I was the 
sponsor or ro-sponsor of. a bill 
to make the drinking age the 
same," he stated. 

An original ro-spor!SOr of 
the Delaware Coastal Zone 

Act, the representative was 
asked if he would withdraw 
his support should America 
slip into a second energy 
crisis. "lit) is not related to 
the energy crisis," he 
answered. "It's not related to 
a depression. It's related to 
the thoughts of the people of 
Delaware. that they would 

(Contln.-lto .... 15) · 

ELECTION 
74 

By GREGORY LEUTE 

Urging an assumption of 
greater personal 
responsibility by the 
individual. Hal Brown, 
Democratic candidate for the 
State House of 
Representatives, expressed 
his desire to restore 
confidence in the political 
process through greater 

Jolm Billingsley, Republican candidate C. Harold Brown, Democratic candidate. 

public contact with 
community decisions. 

Brown. seeking election in 
the 25th district. commented 
on the current public attitude 
towards elected officials. The 
assumption is that politics is, 
by its nature. a dirty and 
deceiving business-and 
that's a great sadness. stated 
Brown. adding that "too often 
voters tend to say. ·Let them 
decide.· and it's hurt us." 

Brown expressed his faith 
in the judgment of the voters 
of the community. He went on 
to state his belief that 
politicians should function as 
technicians to guide the 
process. while the 
constituency should compose . 
the policy-making body. 

Brown, a university 
professor and the director of 
the Division of Urban Affairs. 
cited the successful efforts of 
a citizen's committee to 
revise plans for a propOsed 
highway interchange as proof . 
that public action can 
overcome bureaucratic 
barriers. 

According to . Brown, the 
proposed interchange, 

· intersecting 896 just south of 
the football stadium would 
have resulted in the 
disruption of several 
neighborhoods, a nearby 
creek, and part of the 

(c-t ......... .._ 15) 
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Help Hockey '8' Team 
Repercussions from last year's University of 

Delaware Coordinating Council's financial 
mess appear to be still boundng around the 
campus. 

The latest hassle involves the "B" 
university ice- hockey team, which, · according 
to several of its members, is on the point of 
folding due to lack of funds. 

These members say that, to ·stay afloat, the 
team will need $425 which currently resides in 
the .~UDCC Q,evelopmental Account. This 
money was collected from 12 members of the 
"B" team last fall so as to tide the group over 
an interim period when they were to be 
without UDCC funding. But Assistant Dean of 
Students Rick Sline has now said that the 
club must put in a formal budget -request 
l_)efore they can get these funds, and the 
Budget Board has tabled the club's new 
r-~quest for $2557.50 for this year. In Sline's 
v1ords: "We can't afford it because we don't 
know if we have the money." 

What seems to. have happened here is ·that 
the "B" ice hockey squad may have become 
another victim of the bureaucratic fumbling of 
some of last year's UOCC and Budget Board 
officials. Player-coach Mike Hyatt says he was 
told initially by another Assistant Dean of 
Students that the team members could get 
the $425 back -- but the members now find 
they cannot get the money even though they 
are in dire need of it. And the UDCC, overall, 
is so far in debt because of last year's debacle 
that they are not sure whether they · have~any:.. 
money to give to anybody. In addition, the 

squad was initially funded in November; then 
denied funds in the spring. 

It may be true, as Sline maintains, that the 
"B" squadders failed to attend the Budget 
Board hearing iast spring at which their 
request was brought, and that as a result, the 
Board decided to table the measure and 
reassess the "B" team upon the 
demonstration of organization and interest." 
But considering what went on in the UDCC 
last year, it may also be true that the hockey 
players were never even notified about that 
hearing. 

At any rate, in light of recent events, it 
would seem a wise policy for the present 
UDCC and Budget Board to exercise 
considerable tolerance and ·wide latitude in 
handling cases such as this one which involve 
the financial apparatus of last year's student 
government. It is entiPeiY possible that this 
club and perhaps others in addition, may have 
indeed been misled or gotten tangled 
somehow in last year's chaos. The Budget 
Board should do everything it can to try to 
return the "B" team members their $425, and 
if it fairly decides that it cannot afford to fund 
the team this year, then it should endeavor to 
assist them in funding some alternate means 
of funding Sline has made the suggestion that 
perhaps "B" .team could at least partially 
merge with the. university's varsity ice hockey 
club, and this appears to be a good way out of 
the situation. Whatever is ultimately done, the 
Budget Board and the UDDC, for the sake of 
their own dwindling credibility, must try to 
ensur.e1., t~at no campus organizations are 
damaged in any way by last year's financial 
chaos. 
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The Vast Conspiracy 

By Arthur Hop'pe 

It was on April 17, 1958, it can now be revealed, that The Vast 
Conspiracy was formed. . 

The VC, as it was known to initiates, was a consortium of 
previous conspiracies that had enjoyed only limited successes in 
the past. By pooling their re!?()urces, they hoped to affect human 
destiny drastically. How well they succeeded. history sl!ows. 

Present at that initial meeting in The Club of Rome were 
representatives of The International Munitions Makers Cartel. the 
Masterminds of the Kremlin, the Gnomes of Zurich, the Council of 
the Elders of Zion. the Pope. nine of the ten Rockefeller brothers. 
!Qe CIA, the KGB, the AMA. uppity outside agitators. the Red 
Yellow Peril. an effete corps of impudent snobs from the Eastern 
Establishment Press. and a group of pointy-headed bureaucrats 
who couldn't park their bicycles straight. 

The VC's early triumphs inCluded The Cold War and nuclear 
proliferation. which struck terror irito hearts everywhere. These 
were followed by droughts; famine. pestilence and bloody 
insurrections. 

But the prime target of the VC has always been. as every 
well-informed American knows. America. 

To set American against American. the VC early in 1960 devised 
the brilliant plot to entice the United States into the Vietnam War. 
Orders went out over the Secret Global Network (SGN) and a 
crack team representing the Munition Makers. the Pope. TQe 
Red Yellow Peril and Billy Graham succeeded beyond the VC's 
wildest dreams. 

Quickly following up this victory. the VC dispatched uppity 
outside agitators. Com-Symps. drug-peddling Mafioso and The -
United Council of Churches to foment first race riots in the South 
and then Campus Riots in the North. · 

Political assassinations were scheduled at regular intervals and. 
by now. America was reeling. 

Scientific breakthroughs enabled the VC to create the 
Fluoridation Scare. the Cranberry· Scare. the Cancer Scare. the 
Cyclamate Scare. the DDT Scare. the Cholesterol Scare. the Color 
Television Scare and the Canned Vichyssoise Scare. 

With Americans disunited. rioting and scared. the VC attacked 
their sanity. With advanced technology at its disposal, the VC was 
able to develop the seat belt interlock system. desynchronize 
traffic lights during peak hours. engineer the Santa Barbara oil 
spill and improve Form 1040. 

Politically. the effete snobs. working with the pointy-headed 
bureaucrats and 13 of the 14 Rockefeller brothers. were able to 
overthrow Mr. Nixon in hopes of setting up a Communist 
monarchy. (The outcome is still in doubt.) · 

Recently. the VC has obviously turned to economics.Given its 
assets. the energy crisis and the current skyrocketing inflation 
have been mere child's play. 

Until now. most Americans have been able to identify only.a few 
elements of the VC - an effete snob here. an outside agitator 
there. a Kremlin mastermind everywhere. 

But there are still a few scoffers who blindly refuse to admit the 
existence of any conspiracy at all to pin their troubles on. 

Poor souls. They hav~ no one to blame but themselves. 
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1974) 

'PIIIT Of ALL • • • MillY CHIIITMAII' . 
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~--------------------------------Opinion--------------------------~----~ 

Portugal Watching Out for CIA 
--------------- scheduled for independence next summer. 

By Pete Simon Angola's oil and mineral abundance. along with 
a conflict between three rival liberation groups 

The U.S .. Portugal, and Angola: The fighting fighting Portugal for the past 12 years, is creating 
has only started ... The Sunday Washington Post a situation which may evolve into another 
(Oct. 27> included an article about the CIA in Congo-style uprising. The Congo inferno was 
Portugal which confirms previous suspicions largely fueled by Western economic interests 
inside and outside Portugal that another Chile is which encouraged tribal friction and secession 
in the works. After 50 years of fascist rule, the !Moise Tshombe's Katanga movement> of a 
people may get a chance to participate in that mineral-rich province. Angola's oil wealth is 
country's first totally, free election since 1924. located in Cabinda Province. an enclave along the 
Whether it gets that chance next spring as seen Atlantic Ocean. which is separated from the 
by recent events·is still in question. mainland by Zaire and the Congo River. Talk by 

Military personnel in. the care-taker Portugal for a separate .. independence.. for 
government, establishing basic ground rules for Cabinda has already been heard. While Angolans 
elections, have been kept alert in· an attempt to ·try to get rid of Portugal and all outside influence. 
repel .. outside activities," whicb may ·destroy the they can be sure that the CIA. Gulf Oil. Western 
chance of democratic .. elections. Foreigners Mineral interests. the Soviets and Chinese wili all 
coming into the country, especially Americans · be there in the name of freedom and prosperity. 
and anti-Castro Cubans are being watched over Having been to Angola five years ago while on a 
carefully. while Anti-CIA-American Graffitti "goodwill cruise" in the Navy. and witnessing a 
becomes more observable in Lisbon. part of our ugly foreign policy at its best. my 

The cartoon which appears is from the Gulf question is how much more rape can this country 
Boycott Coalition which has protested the Guli commit in the world befor.e the tide turns against 
Co.'s involvement in Angola. where that company us'? Chile. Portugal and Angola are perfect 
has in fact paid for Portugais' military expenses examples of our policies which create eventual 
for the past five years. Now that the former mass-hatred toward us by propping up a brutaL 
dictator of Portugal, Marcello Caetano. has been unpopular puppet to run for a country for our 
"exiled" to the Azores and Portugal is finally 'Two ro.und-trip tickets to Lisbon' immediate short-sighted interests. leaving the 
leaving Africa. the question over Angola is still up wishes of majorities far behind. 
in the Air. Guinea-Bissau has been recognized by Pete Sinwn is a sophomore spee('h· 
Portugal as a free state, and Mozambique is communications major . 
.-------------------Readers Respond-------------------. 

Room Lottery Situation· Deplored; Complaints Aired 
To the Editor: 

Please, Mr. Sharkey, spare 
us your all-too-late concern. I 
am a junior who was 
unfortunate enough to receive 
a poor random room lottery 

number last spring. My 
number on the waiting list 
was 529 out of 554. I was 
thankful for the resources 
provided by the Off-Campus 
Housing Office. but. 

Noisy Pencader Concert 
To the Editor: 

It was not a very good idea 
sponsoring a rock concert 
behind Commons II in 
Pencader Saturday, Oct. 12 
from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m. I, and I 
am sure many other studious 

. students. would like it peace
ful on Saturday afternoons. 
Anyway. if a concert was 
needed that badly. why didn't 
they ha ve it in some remote 
spot away from the dorms? 

For example. way out in the 
fields behind Christiana 
Towers would have been an 
ideal place. There the 
students who wanted to hear 
the concert could go and 
listen to it and all the rest of 
us . hard-working students 
could study in our rooms. 

Sincerely yours. 
Karen Baker 

AS77 

trent ()f newark 
gives headshaking. 

haircuts 
·the place for men and women 
who are into blower cuts 
and styles that relate to today 
trent takes you and your hair s~riously 
trent listens to you and cuts it your way! 
come in and watch ... 
trent loves an audience! 

trent hair krimpers 
28 haines street 

newark, delaware 
368-1471 

*special price considerations to students 

nevertheless, I find myself 
presently living in an 
apartment three miles from 
campus and with no car. I 
depend on the Loop 3 shuttle 
bus to get to classes 99 
percent of the time. Now I 
find that there are plenty of 
rooms available. Tell me, Mr. 
Sharkey, how do I break my 
12 month lease? Do you really 
think it was practical to mail 
out all those notices when 
many · of us are unable to 
change our present situation 
due to lease obligations, 
regardless of how many 

rooms are now available? 
Another point you fail to 

recognize is that many 
students voluntarily left 
campus because they did not 
want to be se~rated 
randomly from their friends 
for their junior or senior 
years. or to be stuck in a 
room · they did not desire. 
Please don't make it sound 
like all of these students 
wanted to live off campus. 
The fact is. they wanted to 
move off campus with friends 
rather than face the 
possibility of spending their 

Anyone Can Visit Security 
To the Editor: 

To make this as brief as possible. and because I would never be 
able to put down on paper all that I want to say. may I suggest 
that students who feel that campus security guards stand for 
anything else other than for making the university community a . 
"safer" place to. live. should stop by the Security office and chat 
with Director John Brook, or any regular or student guard. 

· ~ Debbie E. Barris 
Student Guard 

senior year in an unfamiliar 
environment. 

The future appears even 
more dim. There is now talk 
of discontinuing my bus loop. 
Worse than that. would be to 
charge us for this service. 
After being foret.>d off 
campus. don't I deserve a 
little compensation from the 
university? lf I could afford to 
pay for transportation. I 
would have my O\\on car. 

Money is not the only 
problem. A sense of 
self-re~pect must be 
maintained. Everytime I slip 
a dime in the phone to call a 
friend for a ride. I lose a piece 
of my pride Alas. :VIr. 
Sharkey. it 1s rather late for 
you to show some interest in 
the student body. The damage 
is done and nothing can be 
done about it. 

' ,...,,.., 
Pamela M. Albright 

AS76 

Football Ticket Distribution Questioned 
To the Editor: 

As f~tball fans. we write this letter questioning 
the method in which the ·athletic department 
distributes its football tickets to students. On Oct. 
21 at 8:30a.m .. we turned in 28 Villanova f~ball 
stubs from the residents of 13th floor Christiana 
East to the ticket office. We were the first group 
to turn in a block of stubs for the Villanova game. 
but when we picked up the tickets they were in an 

. envelope marked No. 113 with 28 South End Zone 
seats. A comparable thing happened for 
Homecoming; we turned in the groups' stubs 
early Monday morning but ended up with end 
zone seats in an envelope marked No. 91. Of 
course they were .. $5 .. seats. It appears every 
time there is an important game, the traditionally 
$2 endzone seats become $5 seats until the next 
game when they revert back to $2. We thought 
after last year's Temple game the athletic 
department had learned its lesson. Thus. we 
hereby pose three questions to the ticket 
department at the Fieldhouse: 

1- Why d() endzone seats keep fluctuating in 

price in direct relation to the importance of the 
game? 

2- How is it determined what students sit in the 
East and West stands since it is definitely not 
based on a first come. first served basis? Could it 
be the distribution is based on who you are and 
not on an impartial basis? 

3-Finally. if there are no major student blocks 
sitting in the East or West stands for the 
Villanova game. were our seats resold to the 
general public as was the case at last year·s 
Temple game? 

28 football fans impatiently await the answers to 
these questions. 

Walier Korschek 
Steven Shukow 
JoAnn Hayes 
Denise Wintenberger 
Paul Warnell 
Michael W. Auslck 
Todd Snyder 
Janet C. Inverst 
Diane Surma 

Hobert Procopio 
Chet Luszcz 
Nancy Gannon 
Jeffrey L. Olmstead 
Philip G. Sgubelik 
Sarah M. Ryan 
Kerry R. Knerr 
Honald H. Chaney 
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Yoga Makes a Comeback 
Practitioners Reorganize to Share Knowledge 
' By SUE SNELLING 

Campus yoga buffs 
gathered II!!_ Bacchus last 
Tuesday morning for a 
reorganizational meeting of 
the Yoga Club. 

Theresa Trzcinski and Ted 
Beaman, coordinators of the 
club, outlined a proposal 
which provides the 
opportunilY for interested 
yoga practitioners to 
exchange knowledge and 
friendship in a communal 
atmosphere. The group meets 
in Bacchus, located in the 
basement of the Student 
Center, from 8 to 9 a.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. 

··we are mainly interested 
in attracting persons familiar 
with yoga, who-want to share 
in the community and good . 
vibes created doing yoga in a 
group," Trzcinski stated, 
adding "this doesn't mean 
we'll turn anyone away, but 
this isn "t a teaching situation. 
It"s more of a chance for 
people with a working 
background of postures to get 
together.·· 

For basic instruction, 
Trzcinski suggests that 
in~erested people attend 
introductory courses given by 
the YWCA, the Newark Parks 
and Recreation Department 
or the free university. 

··we want to have a small 
group of 15 to 20 persons so 
everyone gets to know each 
other.·· commented Trzcinski, 
stressing that "leadership 
will be on a rotating basis. 
giving each member a chance 
to demonstrate his favorite 
postures. 

The early hour was chosen 
because "the air is still fresh, 
and free of tensions and bad 
vibes built up throughout the 
day," Trzcinski remarked . 

.. Americans tend to 
overlook the potentials of 

energy, which is a vital part of 
our world. There is energy 
in both negative and positive 
forms in the air. Nervous . 
energy can be a very 
destructive force working on 
the body,·' Tr~inski 
explained, continuing, "Yoga 
channels nervous energy into 
constructive directions. 
Theater and ballet groups like 
the London Ballet Company 
now practice yoga before and 
after a perfonnance, for 
relaxation. 

"I first learned yoga when I 
was working in a theater 
ensemble. We were operating 

Graphic Art 
OrigiDal grapbic art by 

CODtemporary aod old master 
artists will be exbibited aod 
avaUable for purdulse from 
11 uq. to 5 p.m., Tuesday iD 
tbe RodDey Room of tbe 
StudeDt Ceater. 
ne exldbit will iacl-* 

oriJiul etddDp, uti.op-apbs 
aod woodcuts by sucb artis&s 
as Goya, Picasso, aod 
Matisse. 

at such high levels of tension, 
we needed a way to come 
down, and this form of 
exercise provided it. Since 
then I've studied yoga at the 
Tibetan Center in Scotland 
and through the free 
university. 

Beaman became interested 
in yoga through high-school 
athletics. "In Western sports 
you tend to maximize a 
portion of the body while 
neglecting the rest. This is 
why you see cross country 
runners with very muscular 
legs and narrow shoulders. I 
don't mean that sports are 
bad, but yoga polishes the 
effect of sports," Beaman 
noted. 

"In standard sports, 
isolated parts of the body 
work overtime, while yoga 
works on the entire 

1t .. , ' ' •• 

body-glands, blood flow, and 
muscles. You often see great 
athletes deteriorating quickly 
as they grow older, but the 
benefits of yoga last," he 
explained. 

"Heavy exercise, like 
weight-lifting, stresses the 
tearing down and building up 
of muscle tissue. Yoga gently 
-and slowly pulls muscles, 
toning them up," Beaman 
said, adding, Indians· 
developed many - of the 
ascenas (yoga postures) from 
watching and imitating the 
stretching n10vennents of 
cats." 

Combining traditional 
calisthenics with yoga is "the 
best thing anyone can do for 
their body," he concluded. 

Anyone interested in joining 
the club can contact Beaman 
in room 223 Gilbert A. 

1) Who was Don Rickie's straight man on his short
lived comedy-variety television series? 

2) What code name did the dog Fang have on "Get 
Smart?" 

3) What agency did Alexander Mundy work for on 
"It Takes A Thief?" 

4) What computer organization did Mannix work for 
In the shows first year of existence? 

5) Who were the three Catwomen In the ·"Batman" 
television series? · 

6) Name the four sons of the "My Three Sons" 
television series. 

7) Who was Frank Hardy's girlfriend In the Hardy 
Boys' series? 

8) What was Tom Swift's first Invention? 
9) What was Zorro's secret Identity? 
10) What sport was Rod Stewart Involved In before 

he became a rock-and-roll star? 
(Answers on Page 19) 

Religion in America 
November 4 8:00P.M. Clayton Hall 

"The Survival of Mysticism in American Religion" 

FATHER ANDREW GREELEY 

Director, Center for the Study 
of American Pluralism, 
University of Chicago 

Author of Ecstasy: A Way of Knowing 
and The Jesus Myth 

ALL LECTURES FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

Sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs in co()peration with the Department of Philosophy. 
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An Exercise in Child's Play 
By KAREN BAILEY 

Six small girls tumbled and cavorted on a mound of 
bean bag chairs in wild disarray; then instructor 
David Watson appeared and their chaotic gestures 
became disciplined as they tried to imitate his fluid 
movements. 

Watson is not a wizard who exerts a magical effect 
on little girls. but a senior theatre arts major who 
conducts a children's dramatic arts class Saturday 
mornings in Bacchus. 

"You're reaching for something you can't quite get 
and never will get." he instruCted the class. The girls 
became tiny scarecrows as they stretched and flopped 
and shrugged their shoulders. scrutinizing their 
instructor's every motion. Watson believes that the 
best approach to drama is through theatre games. 
"The game is an imaginative, energetic approach 
rather than a stodgy one." he commented. adding that 
he relies on Viola Spolin's "Improvisations for the 
Theatre·· for different theatre game techniques. 

up to your audience. Go slower and add more detail." 
he instructed. "OK. I'll start again." Lisa replied. As 
she continued to mime her activity. the class looked 
on. puzzled. 

"I was making a trap... Lisa replied to her 
classmates' wrong guesses. "I had this Dynamo box 
and I filled it with corn and put it on a ledge, and it 
pours water on your head ... she explained. "We want 
to pick activities that we can all share in ... Watson 
told his class. "so that means you have to have more 
information and you have to be more observent of 
what others are doing." 

Watson pretended to rake leaves. inviting the class 
to join in. "I see rake handles that look like they're 
made out of rubber. and that makes it difficult to tell 
what you're doing.·· he cautioned. 

"Can I do something with somone else, .. interrupted 
Cathy Sandler. 

"I want you to do something by yourself first. 
answered Watson. 

"Oh. God." gasped Cathy as she play-acted ·going 
camping. "I don't like doing things by myself; it's 
boring." 

After limbering up. the tiny actresses performed the 
mirror exercise. "Your partner does something first. 
and then you have to follow and ya have to look in to 
my eyes." remarked Amy Sloan explaining the 
exercise to her classmates. "It's not important to 

· think what you're going to do next." continued 
Watson. watching the girls with amusement. "Let 
your body do what it wants to do." 

"No it's not. You're just afraid of it... Watson 
commented. 

Watson remarked that any theatrical presentations 
were secondary to his course. adding that many 
theatre courses are project-oriented rather than 
process-oriented. "Some students put together a 
creation without understanding the process behind 
that creation." he said. adding "a lot of people think of 
the theatre as trappings such as a stage. props and 
costumes. That's a very phony veneer ... 

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY 00-Cath\· Sandler 
!left) and Amy Sloan mime each other's ~otions as 
part of the mirror exercise in the children's dramatic 
arts class, held Saturday mornings in Bacchus. 

suspicious faces of their classmates. "Eye contact is a 
very important part of the game ... observed Watson. 
adding that the job of the murderer was to remain 
cool. 

"Everyone is forgetting the face ... said Watson as 
the girls reflected their partners' arm and body 
movements. "Your face is probably more expressive 
and flexible than your body," he continued. The class 
then turned to pantomiming gargling. brushing teeth 
and washing faces in order to perfect facial 
expressiveness. 

"I had never worked with children until last 
summer. Watson said. ..They're very 
uncompromising to work with because they have to be 

·genuinely intrigued with something before they'll try 
it-that's what makes teaching children a challenge ... 
he observed. 

Samatha Worthen and Susan Scarpitti led the class 
in a group pantomime as they huddled together and' 
whispered their plans. "She don't want to do it." said 
Susan. pointing to Cathy. Watson instructed them to 
do the skit without Cathy. "If someone doesn't want to 
do something. then they shouldn't have to because 
they're going to do nothing anyway." explained 

"I know who the killer is." Amv said. '"It's Cathv 
cause she looks suspicous." Ca.thy acknowledged 
Amy's guess. "If you notice. Cathy hides everything 
but her eyes when she's the killer ... said Watson. 
"Whoever is the killer has a tendency to adopt 
nervous habits. so they're very easily recognized ... 

The budding young actresses gathered up their 
belongings. took a few jabs at their instructor. and 
disappeared admidst stiffled giggles. "It's my 
purpose to reach kids at an early age. and try to instill 
in them the indelible notion that theatre is fun. 
whether they participate or just watch... Watson 
explained. 

Each girl acted out an activity while her classmates 
tried to guess what she· was doing. "You're upstaging 
yourself ... Watson remarked as Lisa Schultz crouched 
in a corner pantomiming her activity. "Open yourself 

Watson. · 
Watson concluded the class with several rounds of a 

game called murder. "If you see someone lay a wink 
on you. then you're dead." he informed the girls. The 
young actresses sat rigidly. scanning the inquisitive. 

Ice Hockey ''B'' Team Searches For Funds 
By PEGGY CHRISTY 

Faced with a lack of funding this 
year by the University of Delaware 
Coordinating Council !UOCC>, the "B" 
team of the university's ice hockey 
club may soon have to call it quits, 
according to Player-Coach Mike Hyatt. 

The team has twice applied for 
funds. and twice has been denied 
Hyatt said. Last spring, tbey asked 
the budget board for - $2600 but 
were turned down because "they 
were not convinced we were well 
organized and said we also didn't have 
enough interest," according to player 
Chuck LaMarche. In addition, he said 
he was told by Richard W. Stine, 
assistant dean of students in charge of 
student organizations that hockey at 
this school is a luxury. 

Sline. however, denied saying this 
and partially attributed the lack of 
funding to the fact that no "B" team 
members attended the budget hearing. 
"We could not ask them questions," 
Sline pointed out. ··Also, at that j>oint a 
question was raised on the value of 
spending that much money on guys 
playing hockey. We felt it was unfair to 
say no, so it was decided that the 
budget board recommend a 
reassessment of J. V. ice hockey upon 
the demonstration of organization and 
interest." 

.. It was not decided we would never 
fund them, but they would have to 
come in the fall and ask. for money out 
of the student government 
developmental account," he continued. 

The developmental account is used 
to fund student organizations which 
are formed after the budget has been 
decided. 

In November 1973. the "B" team was 
funded $3200 by the U:DCC. $650 was to 
be used to buy 25 pairs of hockey pants 
and the rest to go toward ice time, 
Hyatt noted. Prior to this, 12 members 
of the team bad paid $425 of their own 
to cover the interim when they were 
without UDCC allocations. He said he 
was told by Suzanne Moore, then 
assistant dean of students, that the $425 
could be returned to the 12 players at 
the conclusion of the season. 

At the end of last year, the "B" team 
had a total of $401.62 in their 
organizational checking account with 
an additional $50 seeurity deposit at 
the ice rink to cover cancellations. 

·making their assets $451.62. But they 
had no budget from the Oocc for the 
next year 1'74 >. 

"Most of us decided to leave the 
money 1 the $425 > in our account 
because we saw our budget being cut 
to zero,· 'Hyatt explained. 
"Technically, according to Suzanne 
Moore, that money belongs to us. But 
we were told yesterday that we 
couldn't get that money because they 
were tabling our request." 

Sline explained the situation, "The 
money left in an organizational 
account when it folds goes into the 
Developmental Account of the UOCC. 
Is it fair to say that it was UOCC 
money to spend or the team's 
money? Technically, any money 
collected under the university name is 
the university's money."· . 

He said it was ~ssary for the ''B" 
team to put in a budget request for that 
$400. Sline continued, "You have to 
build rationale as to how that money 
will be used. The " B" team didn't 'do 

that. They felt it had to be an all or 
nothing thing. They have to explain how 
it will be used-if it is only for 
scrimmages then why should we allow 
them to do that anymore than Sigma 
Nu or Harrington B guys.·· 

Instead of explaining how they would 
use the $400 if funded. the "B" team 
submitted another budget request for 
$257.50 at the budget board meeting on 
Monday. which would cover 12 home 
games and ice time for practice. 

The budget board tabled the request. 
pending funds. "We can't afford it 
because we don't know if we have the 
money,·· Sline reiterated 

But the "B" team contended that if 
they were given the $400 . they could 
survive until January. "Then for the 
remaining three months. 1-,eb .. March, 
and April." Hyatt suggested. "the 
UOCC could appropriate enough 
money for us. By then we would only 
need $1200 or $1500." 

Nevertheless. the question remains 
as to whether the funds. if given to the 
"B" team. would be justified. "The 
question we must ask is this : is this the 
kind of activity the student 
government can afford within their 
present budget limitations." ·sline 
questioned. "It is a universal question 
asked by the budget board of all 
organizations. It is also a question of 
the appropriateness of spending $2600 
on a group of individuals so they can 
play ice hockey." He stressed, " If we 
find we have the money to allocate, we 
would then be in a position to make a 
decision. The budget board in general 
questioned the validity of the "B" 
team. It is not their intent to put the 
··s·· team out of existence.'' 

While the budget board is busy 
questioning the validity of the "B:· 
team. the players have been busy 
trying to ·solicit support from 
elsewhere. 

Hyatt said he contacted Dave Nelson 
of the Athletic Department but 
because the "B" team is a club and not 
in the athletic department. there is 
nothing he can do. 

Sline suggested that the "B" team go 
to the "A" team whom they help by 
sending players. '"The ·A· team, ~hould 
take a look at •tffu\ 'reality~ .. he said. 
"Their profit is high because they 
charge $1 admission to their games. 
They could probably easily partially 
support the ·B' team. Then the ·B' 
team would ask less of the UOCC and 
would be looked upon more favorably. 
The ideal setup would be to be 

·funded between the ·A· team and 
the UOCC." 

In addition, the team has tried to 
elicit help from the Alumni Association. 
any local businesses who might sponsor 
them. the Athletic Association. and the · 
UOCC. None h~ provided help. · 

Finally, Hyatt believed that "the ice 
rink could either lower its rates or give 
it to us for nothing. We believe the ice 
rink is making a profit-we see it as a 
profitable organization." LaMarche 
added, "When a club representing the 
university cannot even afford to rent 
the ice arena. something's wrong ... 

"We have all paid $13 in dues and an 
additional $15 each for ice time. for the 
month of October. We can't afford that 
anymore so we'll have to fold." Hyatt 
commented. 
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THIS WEEK DANCE CONCERT 
Come and Boogie TODAY 

FROSH FOOTBALL - UD vs. Penn 
State at 3 p.m. at home. 

SEMINAR - Dr. James Wei will 
speak on " Synthetic Natural Gas" 
at 3 :30 p.m. in Room 140 DuPont 
Hall. Coffee., 3 p.m . in 233 Evans 
Hall. ' 

SEMINAR - Prof. Peter Denning 
will speak on " Operating 
Sys-tems" at 2 p.m. in Room 111 
Purnell Hall. 

SEMINAR - Prof . Hubert 
Dreyfus, U. Cal. at 'Berkeley, will 
speak on a philosophy colloquium 
at 4 p.m. in Room .114 Purnell 
Hall. 

GATHERING - There will be an 
IVCF gathering at 7 p.m. in the 
Ewing A & B Room of the Student 
Center. 

FOLK-DANCING - There will be 
open folk dancing from 7 p.m. to 
10 p.m. in Taylor Gym. _ 
. FILM - " Fall of the House of 
Usher" plus "And Then There 
Were None" will be shown at 
7 :30 p.m. and 9 :45 p.m. in 140 
Smith Hall. Cost is 25¢ w / ID. 

COFFEEHOUSE - The Watson 
Brothers Band with Washboard 
Bill will perform at Bacchus , 
beginning at 8 :39 p.m. Doors 
open at 8 p.m. ; a'dmission is 75¢ 
w / ID. 

SEMINAR · Dr. Joaquin 8. Diaz , 
Rensselaer PolyJechnic Institute, 
will speak on "An Elementary 
Calcuius Exposition of lagrange 
Mult ipliers," at 3 p .m. in 120 
Sharp Laboratory. Coffee will be 
served at 2 :30p.m. in the Sharp 
Lab Commons Room. 

TOMORROW 
SOCCER . UD at Bucknell at 10 

a.m. 
CROSS COUNTRY · ' UD at 

W idener. at 11 a.m . , 
FOOTBALL · UD vs. Villanova at 

1 :30 p.m. at home. 
DELAWARE RUGBY - UD vs . 

Har r isburg RFC at 1:30 p.m. at 
home. 

FILM · "The Godfather" will be . 
shown at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. in 
140 Smith Hall. Admission is $1 
w / ID. Advanced tickets available. 

COFFEEHOUSE - The Watson 
Brothers Band with Washboard 

' sill will pe-rform beginning at 
8:30 p.m . in Bacchus. Doors open 
at 8 p.m .; cost is 75¢ w / ID. 

BUS TRIP - There will be a bus 
trip to New York City; contact 
Room 100 Student Center. 

FIELD TRIP - There will be an ali
day field trip ~s port of the 
Ecology of Delaware Habitats 
course; leaders are: Dr. Frank J. 
Murphy and Dr. Roland R. Roth. 

DANCE · There will be a 
Halloween dance featuring 
Wheatstone Bridge from 9 p.m. to 
.1 a.m. in Rodney Dining Hall. 
Admission will be, $1 .00, 50¢ if in 
costume. 

SUNDAY 
SEMINAR - There will be an 

IVCF Sunday Seminar from 9:15 
a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in Daugherty 
Hall (Stone Bldg.). 

FILM · "The Godfather" will be 
shown in 140 Smith Hall at 2 p.m. 
and 9:45p.m. $1 .00 w/ID. 

FILM - Bergman 's "Smiles of a 
Summer Night" will be shown at 
7 :30p.m. in 140 Smith Hall. Free 
w / ID. 

MONDAY , 
CONCERT PREVIEW - The 

Resident String Quartet will · give 
a concert preview at 12 noon in 
the 191 2 Room of the Student 
Center. 

SEMINAR - Dr. RiChard N. 
Wrigl1t, National Bureau of 
Standards, will $peak on 
"Technology for Specifications" at 
4 p.m. in 140 DuPont Hall. 

LECTURE - There will be a 
lecture by David Brcider, 
syndicated political columnist for 
the WashingtQn Post 'News 
Service at B p.m. in Ctayton Hall. 

DISCUSSION - There will be a 
discussion of Winter Session by 
Norrine Spencer at a· p.m. in 
Dickinson C-D Commons. 

LECTURE - There will be a 
lecture by Father Andrew 
Greeley at B_p.m. in Clayton Hall. · 

CONCERT - There ' will be a 
performance by Dr. Francis Cole, 
harpsichord, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Loud is Recital Hall. 

LECTURE - Dr. Richard Laursen , 
Boston Univ. School ·of Medicine, 
will speak on "New Approach~s 
to Protein Sequence 
Determ inations," at 4 p.m. in 205 
Brown lab. 

with 
SNAKE GRINDE·R 

Monday, November 4 
Student Center Dining Han· 

8:30p.m. 
$1.00 W/I.D. 

LECTURE Dr. Peter Roe will 
speak . on "The Componential 
Analysis of Art Style, " at 12 noon 
in 'the Blue and Gold Room of the 
Student Center. 

Tuesday, November 5 
Bacchus 

8:30p.m. 
75~ 

UMONUMENTAL" 
"'EL TOPO' is simply a monumental work of filmic 
art. One is astonished each time by patterns and 
shades of meaning never noticed before. It de
mands to be seen more than once!" 

. -Peter Schjeldahl in the New York Times 

THIS WEEK!!-
NOV~ 1,2.&3 

F R I. 3:3 o & 11:3 _o ~rtf 
SAT. too & 11:3 o PM 
5 UN. 1:0OPM 

''UNFORGETTABLE'' 
" 'EL TOPO' is a unique and unforgettable ex-

: perience! It is just about everything that has be~n 
said of it. Because it is all things to all people, 1ts 
story is a multi-layered ink-blot test of references 
and implications." -Martin Mitchell , After Dark . 

"'El TOPO' IS AN 
EXTRAORDINARY 
MOVIE!" 
-Zimmerman, Newsweek 

·· ALL -
TICKETS 

$2.oo· 

"INSANE" "INCREDIBLE" 
"'EL TOPO' is freaky, its weird, insane and the 
most Important American (South American) film 
made' in this decade. There is no way to explain 
tt'!e powerful magnificence. of the camera or the 

. brain behind this accomplishment!" -Screw 

"MUST SEE" 

"'EL TOPO' can lay claim to being the greatest 
film ever made! Really, it's incredible. A visual 
masterwork! I'm not sure that it is possible in 
print to do justice to a description of 'the world 
of this film!" -Ken Rudolph, Los Angeles Free Press 

"MYSTICISM" 
"'EL TOPO' is a film that you must see more than "'EL TOPO'-its mysticism, its violence. A poem; 
once! It is a film that transcends criticism. It is 'EL TOPO' is a merging of Eastern and Western 
like a surrealistic painting that should just wash thought. The film stretches th~ imagination and 
OYer you." -Robert Weiner, Inter/View Magazine the psyche!" -Jeff Jacks, Crawdaddy 

STA.TE THEATRE 
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Josh McDowell ....................... ~, 
• • • ! WESLEYS : 
= RESTAURANT = 
I J-9 Sundays 5-70 Weekdays 1 

= MENU SAMPLE = I N 

= = = Fried Oysters Platter ..... $3.95 1 
11 Oyster Pie Platter ........ $3.95 1 
1 Fried Clams Platter ....... $3.95 = = Fried Shrimp Platter ...... $4.50 • 
It Soft Shell (21) Platter ..... $4.95 • 
= Stuffed Shrimp Platter .... $4.95 = 
• Seafood Platter ........... $4.95 : 
= New York Sirloin Platter ... $4.95 • 
= Hamburg Steak Platter .... $3.95 = 
• Fried Chick~nRlatter ..... $4.25 ·I 
= Prime Rib Platter ........ $6.95 : 
1M AND 20 OTHER MAIN DINNERS • • • • • • The Price includes All The = 
= Soup and Salad • 
• You Can Eat = .. . ! 18 Year Olds May Purchase : 
= Beer and Light Wines : 
_. With Two I.D.'s • 
• • • • = Cigarettes $2.93 and Up = 
= 8 Miles West of Newark = 
= On Rt. 273 = = 301-398-3696 • 
.. . ........................ 

Josh Dis·cusses Sex, Love 
Crusade Representatjve Describes Self-Fu lfi II ment 

By GRETCHEN WENDEL 

"Hi. I'm Josh McDowell." 
So began the international representative for 

Campus Crusade as he shook hands with the 
members of the audience attending his lecture on 
"Maximwn Sex" Tuesday night in Carpenter 
Sports Building. 

McDowell brought here by the Delaware 
chapter of Campus Crusade for Christ, started, 
" I'm not here to shove anything down your 
throats. You can take what I say or leave it." 
With that he launched into his discussion on the 
value of sex in today's society. 

"The main purpose of sex is one of unity. not to 
procreate,.. stressed McDowell. He disagreed 
with the theory that the only purpose of sex is to 
replenish the earth. "The earth has already been 
replenished," he added. 
· Pantomiming the actions of a couple on a date, 
McDowell drew the audience into his ·lecture by 
bringing them back to their first date. "The guy 
starts getting ready at 4:30 in the afternoon. He 
invariably splashes on too much cologne. When 
he finally atrives at her front door. he knocks 
timidly hoping that no one will answer." he 
explained. 

After recailing dating memories, McDowell 

considered love in a more serious vein. He 
explained that there are three types of love. "One 
type of love is !love if> or I will love you if you 
dress this way," he described. The second type of 
love is an "I love you because"love, according to 
McDowell. "The third type is simply ·I love you' 
with rio conditions attached." he noted. 

.. A marriage based upon the first two types of 
love is asking for trouble," McDowell declared. 
"Don't marry someone you can live with-marry 
someone you can't live without." he 
recommended. 

"The biggest barrier in a relationship is 
self-centeredness." McDowell felt that a way to 
combat this problem is to "invite Christ into your 
life and He will fulfill you," adding. "when you 
love someone you will be able to give them all you 
can and ask nothing in return because you are 
already fulfilled by Christ." 

"What you want out of life. love. and sex will 
determine how far you go on a date." said 
McDowell as he discussed the area of dating ... I 
won't impose my ideas on you. You will have to 
come to terms with yourself." he said. "But. 
accepting Christ and having a personal 
relationship with God is a plus factor... he 
concluded . 

Donn Cites Role of . Advertiser 
CBS Executive Discusses Evolution of TV Programming 

By PAT SHAFFER 

"People don't realize that 
they pay for television 
indirectly every day," said 
Michael Dann, former top 
programming executive for 
CBS-TV, in his lecture last 
Monday night at Clayton Hall. 

According to Dann, because 
advertisers have television 
budgets which cost billions of 
dollars a year, the American 

public is paying for 
advertising through the 
products they conswne. 

"In the early '30's," 
explained Dann, "the radio 
system was entirely 
dominated by sponsors, which 
resulted in dreadful 
programs. The Sun Oil 
Company produced its own 
news program-you can 
imagine the biased news 
stories, .. he added. 

U.C.M. 
INTERNATIONAL LUNCH 

UCM FIRST SUNDAY 
POTLUCK INTERNATIONAL LUNCHEON 

Speaker: Ruben Cesar Fernandez 
Topic : Development against culture in Brazil 
6:00p.m., Nov. 23,20 Orchard Rd. <formerly the Phoenix 
Center) 
Everyone Invited 368-3643 

Bring covered dish or 75¢ 

He added that even in the 
·60's, three-fourths of the 
television programs were 
sponsored by advertisers. 

"Today," Dann observed. 
"not a single program is 
supplied by an advertiser. 
and there are very few 
specials." 

According to Dann, .. If 
asked what is really great in 
our society. the majority of 
Americans would say 
television. Television is the 
only complete coverage that 
affects all of the people. and 
most Americans love what 
they are getting." 

But he added that the 
programmer is interested in a 
maximum audience-not 
children. not the occasional 
viewer. nor those who want to 
view cultural programs. 
According to Dann, these 
groups have been denied. 

"For women," he added. 
"the majority of programs 

(Continued to Poge181 , ............................................. ~ 
-: DON'T BE LEFT . : 
: OUT IN THE COLD : • • • Winter Session Registration • • • • For Those Who Prepaid • • • • Nov. 4-15 • • • : Office Closed Tues. 11/5 : 
: For Anyone : 
: Nov. 18-22 : 
: Scan Forms Available : 
: ln011HH : 
: ,...___ Beginning 11/14 : 
: Registration Books available in Student Info. : 
: Center, Registration Office, WS Office Morris : . ' . • Library Lobby. . • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Informal, Intimate, Inviting Pre-Christmas 
Bacchus Mood Fosters Easy Entertainment BONANZA By SUI a:I_MINYS 

Dim lights, bean bag 
chairs, ~ music for easy 
listening Set the atmosphere 
for a quiet evening at 
Bacchus. 

Bacchus, the student 
coffeehouse located in the 
basement of the Student 
Center, is "an infonnal place 
to go, . maybe somewhat 
intimafe." explained 
sophomore Tom Bongiorno, 
coffeehouse committee 
chairman. 

Doors open at 8:15p.m. on 
Friday and Saturday nights." 
Around 8:45 p.m. the 
entertainment begins with a 
short cartoon such as "Betty 
Boop, ·· said Bongiorno. 

Two groups play each night, . 
with the type of music 
varying weekly. Folk, · 
bluegrass, jazz dance and 
rock bands make frequent 
ap~arances. 

Breaks between 
performances provide time to 
talk to friends and sip some 
apple cider, coffee or sample 
a variety of teas. A player 
piano often provides music 
during intermission . 
Bongiorno commented that 
snacking on pastries, cookies, 
or chips and lounging on the 
thick. 5oft caqleting complete 
"the warm. friendly feelings · 
which are Bacchus.·· 

"We're exploring the idea 
of putting wine and cheese in 
the coffeehouse... Bongiorno 
said. A questionnaire will be · 

Harpsicord Concert 
Frances Cole, noted 

harpsichord player, will give 
a free public_concert at8·p.m., 
Monday in the Loudis Recital 
Hall of tbe Amy E. duPont 
Music Building. 

Tbe program will co!Wst of 
works of the baroque 
masters, Bach and Scarlatti, 
as well as pieces by 20th 
.century composers. 
· Cole is currently a faculty 
member of Queens College in 
New York City'· and 
Westminster Cboir College in 
Princeton, N.J. 

Her performance is 
sponsored by tbe Student 
Center. 

We Warfl You To Join Our Church 
As An 

Ordcilld Minister 
And Have The Rank Of 

DOctor of Divinity 
W. art a not'l·sAructurM f11th, undlnominlttonet 
- no troditianol -.;,. "' clolrN· Our ,., 
.,_;,. c:hutcll il octiwoly _ ;,. rww mw.-. 
who bllilwe what • bllteve; AU men we entitt.d 
to their own conwictiont. To Mlk truth "*' own 
_.,,- it rnoy bo, no _ionl..,od. Aa1 
miniiW of the church, you mey: 

1. Stln your own cllul<:h ond -'Y '"' IX· 
omption from 111'-'Y ond - .._ 

2. Pwform ~ ......... tu ..... ond 
Ill - mi..-ill functionl. 

3. Enjoy,.._ tiiW from-.- of 

.._..-.---.-~ ......... .... . 
4. - drift ··-ion • - of ..,, - · w,. ....._ ... ~w. will tllll you how. 

E- I ,. will -ion '"' .... -· 
--,ond 1-. w. .... - o-., 
OMnity o..-. Wo - ~ ChorWod ond .,_ 
-·-iHdln11150_ond_ 
forwiln -- FREE LIFE CHUIICH
IOX 4031, HOLLYWOOD. FLORIDA 33023. 

diStributed in Bacchus this 
weekend to determine student 
interest, he cootinued. 

Bongiorno noted that this is 
still an idea, and 
administrative policy must be 
investigated. If serving wine · 
would require closing 
Bacchus to those Wlder 20, 
"we might not do it," he 
remarked. 

Program developers for 
Bacchus are trying ~ "reach 
out to everyone on campus'' 
by , providing a diversity of 
music,'' the chairman said. 

"I am a little upset ~at 
peOple in Delaware d~'t 
come out to see a band unless 
they've seen them before," 
Bongiorno corrunented. This 
is one of the main problems at 
Bacchus and makes it 

difficult to introduce new 
talent, he added. 

Some of the · upcoming 
performers include The 

·watson Brothers with 
Washboard Bill, 
Snakegrinder, Crystal Creek 
and Bill Haymes. Also 
scheduled to appear are 
Friends, Kirk Edwards, Zanni 
Street Theater, lsrafel and 
Tuck Wilson. 

An · atmosphere of 
relaxation "not as high key as 
a frat party or the 
Rathskellar" can be found at 
Bacchus, according to 
Bongiorno. 

Bacchus is also open during 
the day Monday through 
Friday so that students can 

or just chat with 

THE BR0'111ERS AT BACCHU~The WatSon Brothers will be 
appearing at Bacchus, located in the basement of the Student 
Center, tonight. 

- · 

DEREK'S 
is lowering its prices on 
their ENTIRE 
INVENTORY of - men's 
and women's quality 
jewelry and accessories 
to 

Shop by mail and avoid the 
holiday shopping hassle 

send for 
our free catalog today! 

DEREK'S 
P.O. Box423 
New Castle, De. 

19720 

Guarantee 
all our merchandise 

. carries a 100% money 
back guarantee 

Name . . .. . . . .... . .. . .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . : .. .. .. . 

Address ...... . . .. .. . .. .. ..... . .. . . . . .... ... . . . .... . 

I City .. . . .. . State . . ..... . Zip . .. : . .... . . .... .. .. . .'. L---------------------------.................................. ~······· 
• • 
: ATTENTION SENIORSIII : 
e WHO ARE FINISHING IN DECEMBER OR JANUARY e • • • Seniors interested in qualifying for degrees with HIGH or • 
• HIGHEST honors (nust have a final cumulative index of 3.250 • 
: or higher) need to take the Undergraduate Program Area : 
• Tests in Social Science, Humanities and Natural Science. • . ·-
: Thesetestsaretobegivenon: : 
e MONDAY, DECEMBER9, 1974 e 
e ROOM 130 SHARP LAB e • • e 6:45-10:30 P.M. e 
• Seniors finishing in December or January may register, at no charge, • 

by telephoning Academic Planning and Evaluation, 738-2836 
: REGISTRATION CLOSES TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1974 : 

$ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
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Schieb, . Schrank Battle for Faculty · Senate 
By KATRINKA ENGLE 

.. If you can prove to people 
that a policy doesn't work 
anymore and a new one will, 
then it can be changed," 
stated Fred Schranck who is 
vying for a student position on 
the Faculty Senate. ' 

Schranck is a senior 
interdepartmental History 
and English major. He feels 
his participation in such 
groups as the Cross Country 
Team, the Blue Hen, the 
Student A<;\visory Committee 
for Residence Life and his 
position as Housing 
Committee Chairman for RSA 
are essential prerequisites. 

"I've been in enough things 
on and around campus to see 
what goes on in the 
university," Schranck 
explained. "I can't just go to 
school, eat, sleep and study. I 
have to get involved." 

Emphasizing that things 
can be changed, Schranck 
pointed out that last year he 
worked on forming a new 
room decoration policy. 
Eventually the policy was 
amended allowing students to 
paint their rooms. .. You can 
change policy," he repeated. 

Schranck is concerned with 
what he believes is "apathy" 

. on campus. H~ said he would 

like to see students have more 
say "to the extent of how hard 
students would work for it." 

.. If people are willing and 
able to bitch about something 
on campus, they should be 
equally willing and able to do 
something to fix things," 
added Schranck. 

As for steps he would take if 
elected, Schranck commented 
that he would like to see some 
changes in the recently 
enforced campus mail policy. 
"The whole campus mail 
controversy is just another 
instance of where the 
university manages to make 
more and more people mad at 
them every year," he said. 

.. I can't say any specific 
things I'd like to do on the 
Faculty Senate until I see how 
it operates." 

"I have the intuitive feeling 
that the faculty are 
demoralized by the Winter 
Term fracas of last year," 
stated Schrank. "I just 
want to see whether or not 
I'm right in that feeling." 

· Adding that he would not be 
''non-vocal." Schranck stated 
that he was "opinionated." 

Editor's Note: Voting for 
the student seat on the 
Faculty Senate will be held 
today from 11 a.m. to 1:30 
Jl.m . and from 4:30 p.m. to 
6:30 p.m. ill all dining halls. 
The student representative is 
a voting member of the 
Senate and serves the same 
functions as any other Senate 
member. 

By KATHY THOMAS 

"It is not what I plan.to do as Faculty Student Senator that is as 
important as what the Faculty Senate is going to cover." said 
Michelle Scheib, a candidate for that office. 

· .. The Faculty Senate represents. student views to the faculty. 
Whereas the Resident Student Association !RSA l deals with the 
administration, the Faculty Senate deals with the faculty and the 
curriculum, .. stated Scheib. 

"I think that Winter Session will be a concern of the Faculty 
Senate this year." Scheib said. "Perhaps we can do something to 
improve Winter Session." · 

According to Scheib. she became interested in the position of 
Faculty Student Senator through her participation in the RSA. 

"The RSA representative from our broth~r dorm. Gilbert A: 
asked me to go to a meeting for him. said Scheib. "I went that 
night and continued going to the · meetings every week. So now 
Gilbert A and Gilbert B have two representatives ... 

Scheib continued ... Rick Hauge t president of RSA 1 announced a 
few weeks ago that nominations for the position of Faculty Senator 
were open. so I grabbed him after the meeting and asked him 
about it." 

"I think that the Faculty Student Senate is important if you can 
get something done." declared Scheib. She continued. "It's 
important if something can be set up and we can really get people 
interested. Winter Session would be something that the students 
are interested in." 

Scheib feels that apathy is a big problem on campus. ''I've been 
stoppmg people on campus. telling them who I am and that I am 
r~uming for Faculty Student Senator. I really got to meet a lot of 
ruce people that way." She added. "I wish that we could get 
enough people out of their apathy to vote ... 

Scheib is a freshman political science major. She is a member of 
the RSA and c<Khairrnan of Gilbert A and lrs hall government. 

Food Service, Dining Halls 
- ~ , . 

To Handle Student Criticism 
By DAVID C. FLOOD in each of the dining halls. 

......... ...................................... ~ ................ .. 
THE STUDENT CENTER COUNCIL 4 * 

Meetings have been 
scheduled for students to 
voice constructive criticism 
of the food and atmosphere of 
the dining halls. 

According to Friedman. 
this is a continuation ol 
meetings held last year in 
which students requested 
changes in the dining halls. 
changes especially 
concerning the menu. But. 
Friedman says. the only 
change that has evolved is 
that the dining halls open 
earlier on the weekends. 

* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 

presents 

ALL NIGHT COMEDY TEAM FILM 
turing: lAUREL AND HARDY THELMA TODD-PATSY KELLY 

THREE STOOGES eAND MORE• OLSEN AND JOHNSO 
IDAY. NOVEMBER 15 FREE WITH 1.0. RUSSELL DINING 

.• * 
* .,.. 
* 
* 
* 

Martin Bakos. assistant 
director of Food Service: 

** ************************** **** 

Alan Friedman. . Resident 
Students Association 1 RSA) 
food service chairman: dining 
hall managers. and RSA food 
service representatives of 
each of the dormitories will 
attend the meetings to be held 

UNDECIDED WHO 
TO VOTE FOR 
ON TUESDAY! 

Then Come and Get Your 
Head Straight At A Party 

At The 

Monday, November.4, 1974 
Cost $1.00 

Theta Chi House 
9:00p.m. 

15 1 West Main Street 

"I really hope the students 
take it 1 the meetings • 
seriously and attend thes(· 
meetings because it's the only 
way the Food Service will tx· 
sure our opinions will be well 
founded ... said Friedman. 

The schepule for , the · 
- meetings is as follows: Kent 

Dining Hall today: Rodney 
Dining Hall-Wednesday. 
Nov. 6; Pencader Dining 
Hall-Thursday. Nov. 7: 
Harrington Dining 
Hall-Friday. Nov. 8; Russell 
Dining Hall-Tuesday. 
November 12: and Student 
Center Dining Hall-Friday. 
Nov. 15. All meetings begin at 
3p.m. 

Friedman said there is a 
possibility of future meetings 
to evaluate the results of 
these meetings. 

In an attempt to listen to all 
the students' complaints. 
Bakos said there would be a 
weekly coffee hour in each of 
the dining halls in which 
students may discuss any 
related problems they might 
have with their dining hall 
manager. They are to be held 
between 3:~ p.m. and 4:~ 
p.m. every Wednesday. 
beginning Nov. 20. 
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Brook Explains 'Prevalent' Campus Crime 
By KATHY THOMAS 

"The major problem on campus is 
crime-nothing glamorous-just plahi 
old crime," stated John Brook, director 
of .. Securit,. at the meeting of the 
Resident s!udent Association 1 RSA) on 
Sunday night. 

"The most prevalent crime is theft," 
continued Brook. He added that this 
includes theft of bikes and other, 
personal property, and thefts from the ' 
bookstore and the library. 

According to Brook, there were 1,290 
crimes on campus last year. He 

New Series Planned 
Speakers to View U.S. Foreign Policy 

By SUE CLEMENTS 

A series entitled "U.S. Foreign 
Policy and World Order" is planned as 
a spring semester course featuring 
speakers with comprehensive 
backgrounds in foreign policy. . 

Dr. James ~athan of the political 
science department said that a "long 
term conceptual overview of American 
foreign policy" will be the general 
topic for the series. 

According to Nathan, the speakers, 
"si~nificant thinkers on foreign 
policy" include former secretary of 
state. Dean Rusk, and William Colby, a 
former Saigon and American Embassy 
aid. 

Hans Morganthau, "a most 
impressive schOlar of international 
affairs," who frequently writes for The 
N~w York Times and Harpers, will 
also appear, said Nathan. 

Several other speakers, 
"instrumental in foreign policy." 
scheduled for the series are Seymour · 
Hersch, Washington Bureau Chief for 
the New York Times. David 
Halberstam. author and Pulitzer Prize 
recipient for international reporting, 
and George Gallup, Nathan related. 

Veteran's Rally 
Veterans interested in 

attending a rally to support · 
tbe new G.I. bill Nov. 11 in 
Washington D.C. can contact 
Paul Fergus:, 738-2131. 

Former foreign secretary of Britain, 
Sir Alec Dobias Home and Robert 
Osgood, a former Kissinger aid .in the 
National Security Council, are also 
scheduled to speak. 

The lectures, developed through the 
political seience department and the 
Division of Continuing Education, will 
be arranged similar to the Crisis In 
Confidence series, said Nathan. Public 
lectures will be held in Clayton Hall 
and will be offered as a one or three 
credit course. 

Nathan indicated that requirements 
for the one credit, 200 level course are 
a pre-test, basic readings and several 
discussion sessions. He also said that 
students who take the 400 level course 
for three credits will "have a chance to 
meet with the speakers," in addition to 
participating in in-depth discussions 
and doing the readings. 

Nathan indicated that the series has 
"long term possibilities." The 
institutional resources center will be 
recording the series as a color 
television program for future use. 
Nathan added that this may be 
developed into a self pace course <for 
students who will not have a chance to 
hear the lectures in person. 

Date with us 

STAR DATING 
998-4064 

~~vERY, VERY FUNNYU 
CARROLL 

o•CONNOR 

1/rn(t:f•f ( ,l 11 v t . t - ' t 

ERNEST 
BORC.NINE 

observed that these were only the 
crimes that were reported. 

"Most crimes occur during the hours 
of darkne~rom 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.," 
said Brook. "Almost 70 per cent of the 
crimes occur during this period." 

"Over half the burglaries on campus 
last year were in residences," 
reported Brook. ''And 85 per cent of 
these residences were unlocked," he 
added. 

"Security was basically organized as 
a _ separate department in December of 
1970, but it was around a long time 
before," said Brook, in discussing the 
composition of the Security force. "We 
now have an authorized strength of 60 
officers: 43 hourly officers and 17 
professional staff officers. There are 
also about 36 student guards." 

"The Security officer is a special 
constable for the state of Delaware. He 
has full police powers but is limited in 
area to the premises of the university.'· 
Brook continued. "There has been a 
professionalization period for Security 
in the last four years. The officers are 
much younger and much better 
educated than they were four years 
ago." 

"We are emphasizing the area of 
training. This has helped the student 
guards in knowing their limitations of 
authority," said Brook, adding that 
there is a new position of investigator. 
"This position is designed to appeal to 
the qualified man or woman who 
desires to make a career of law 
enforcement on a college campus." 

When asked what Security has done. 
to reduce the crime rate on campus. 
Brook answered that Security "hasn't 
done anything because the crime rate 
is still going up. We do have walking 
and mobile patrols, surveillance teams 
in the parking lots, the escort service, 
and reporting of lights that have 

burned out. These all have a factor of 
safety." 

In answer to a question about the 
responsibilities of the walking Security 
guards patrolling the residence halls, 
Brook replied that a regular guard and 
a student guard are assigned as a team 
to an area on campus.· According to 
Brook, they check the doors of the 
residence halls to see if they are · 
locked; respond to problems in the 
area; stop people who look like they do 
not belong in the area; and check in 
with the Security desk guards. 

In other business, President Rick 
Hague reported on the progress of the 
dining hall-study hall program. He said 
that Rodney Dining Hall will be able 
to. be used without proctors because of 
the scrounge downstairs. Therefore, 
according to Hague, this will save 
money for the RSA. 

Housing conunittee chairman Fred 
Schranck reported on a meeting with 
Gene Cross, assistant vice-president 
for Plant Operations. · and Herman) 
Smith, of the same department.· 
According to Schranck, "The 
discussion centered on dorm damages 
and why it takes the time it does to 
repair the damages. Smith explained 
for us their procedure for scheduling 
their work. As the service slips come 
in, they are compiled and the order of 
their priority is determined. Such 
damage as broken windows, or outside 
doors, or other obvious security and 
health risks are schedules on first 
priority. Other items, such as ceiling 
tiles, do not receive such priority." 

Inter-Hall Assembly (IHA) Bill 
Number 11, sponsored by Vice 

. President John Barth, as voted upon 
and passed. This bill established a 
recycling conunittee. The reason for 
this, according to Barth, is because 
there is an "indication that students on 
campus are interested in recycling, so 
we can create a conunittee and get 
things rolling." 

BECOME WHAT 
vou· ARE! 

L~cturer-Harold Rogers 
DIFFERED INSIGHTS ON THE 
NATURE OF TRUE IDENTITY 

Now it can be found, 
held on~o and protected 

A lecture sponsored by the 
Christian Science Organization 

laugh 
until 
it hurts. 

coLUMBIA :-siA Rts'\JON oF coLUMBIA PICTUREs IINLJUIS ~~~~=S~ .. - ..... _ 

TONITEe 
Fri. & Sat. 6 el e10 PM 
Sun.·Thurs. 7 & 9 PM 

•Matinee Sunday at 2 PM 

Date-November 5 
Time 4:00P.M. 
Place-Ewing Dance 

Student Center 

ALL ARE WELCOME 
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... duPont Urges Budget Cut . . . Soles Sees Tax Programs 
(Contlnuecl from Page 1) 

duPont called for a reduction in the 
defense budget, saying "we could take 
five billion dollars out of the budget 
very simply," by taking unneeded 
troops out of Europe. 

Along with budget reform, duPont 
felt that Congress "must ·help those 
who are the victims of inflation." He 
noted that public service jobs and 
benefits for the unemployed would help 
ease the burden of inflation. 

"Inflation is a major problem for 
families," he noted. "They feel the 
pressure when there are three 
different price labels placed on top of 
each other on a jar of peanut butter." 

duPont explained that the reason 
behind the "Pete's 3000", his fund 
raiSing organization, "was to 
demonstrate that a campaign could be 
financed without any special interest 
group contributions.'' 

"Special interest groups are running 
over everything with milk money, oil 
money, all special interest money. 
They are pulling the strings ...:._ and we 
have to get them out of politics." 

duPont noted that it is often possible 
to correlate Congressional voting 
patterns with the amount and source of 
campaign funds for that particular 
congressman. 

The representative indicated that he 
is "very much opposed" to busing as a 
means to achieve racial integration in 
public schools. "Busing will not solve 
the problems of integration," he noted, 
but said that increased funding of 
poorer school .districts may make a 
difference. 

Energy "self-sufficiency" is one of 
duPont's goals as a Congressman. He 
remembered that people were very 

enthusiastic about being energy 
conscious in the midst of the fuel crisis 
but "no one drives at 55 miles per hour 
anymore." 

A member of both the House Foreign . 
Affairs Committee and the Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries Committee, 
duPont did not view himself as a 

·follower of any particular political 
ideology; rather, he votes on the basis 
of "what the vote will do to people, 

. especially the people of Delaware.·' 

duPont disagreed with President 
Gerald Ford's use of pardon powers as 
"a political weapon." According to 
duPont, the pardon is to be used "in 
hardship cases or in cases of a 
miscarriage of justice." 
- The congressman felt that Richard 

Nixon "should have stood trial like 
everyone else." He noted that a pardon 
should not be given before an 
indictment or trial has begun; in 
addition, the pardon should not have 
been as broad. 

"Suppose," duPont argued, "Mr. 
Nixon has committed a manslaughter 
before the pardon which no one knew 
about. Should the facts ever come to 
light, he has been pardoned for that 
offense." 

Like many other Republican 
candidates this year. duPont feared "it 
is going to be a Democratic year" 
because of the stigma of Watergate 
and its aftermath. 

"We (the Republican party) are 
swimming against the current and it is 
making things difficult. Many 
Republican congressmen are going to 
have to give up their seats this year. I 
hope I am not among them." he 
concluded. · 

(Contl"uecl from ..... 1) 

"de-controlling of natural gas and oil 
prices to let them rise te free market 
value," proposed by the Ford 
Administration, would only increase 
inflation. 

"The prices are set by the Arab oil 
cartel," he stated, adding that to lift 
the price ceiling would double the price 
of oil. 

Soles stated that he would support 
public programming to curb 
unemployment, explaining that instead 
of "planting geraniums in public 
parks" as President Ford proposes, 

. programs should "help meet the needs 
of society.'· He mentioned 
"rehabilitation of housing'' and 
improvements on the country's 
railroad system as programs to be 
considered. 

Concerning the issue of busing for 
racial integration, Soles stated that 
money spent on this program could be · 
put to better use. · 

"Instead of spending money on 
busing, spend it on programs to help 
disadvantaged children learn," he 
said. "It does nothing for the 
(educational) environment to bus 
children from one school to another." 

Soles endorses the cutting of the 
federal budget, stating that "foreign 
aid programs to Korea, Europe, and 
Vietnam could be reduced. He added 
that aid to Turkey sould be cut off 
because of that country's "acts of 
aggression" in Cyprus. 

Drilling for oil off the coast of 
Delaware must, according to Soles, not 
be enacted at this time because ·there 
have been no environmental impact 
studies conducted." He added that the 
Department of Interior is " proceeding 

too quickly" concerning this question·. 
Soles sees himself as a "Harry 

Truman Demoerat", who is "honest, 
straight spoken and understands 
policies and how they effect what is 
happening to people." 

He continued that he "is proud to be 
a Democrat", mentioning that his 
Republican opponent, Pierre S. duPont 
IV, has downplayed party affiliation in 
his campaigning literature. 

Soles explained the difficulty he has 
had in finding funds for his campaign, 
stating that he has been forced to 
spend time raising money when he 

· "should have been doing other things ... 
Soles added that he has accumulated 
$44-48 thousand in his campaigning, 
and has stayed far below the law 
recently enacted by Congress limiting 
the spending of candidates. 

Soles is currently taking a leave of 
absense from the university where he is 
an associate professor in the political 
science department. 

Resident String Quartet 
The Resident String Quartet will 

present a free public concert at 8: 15 
p.m. Wednesday in the Loudis Recital 
Hall of the Amy E. duPont Music 
Buildirig. 

The concert will feature Czech, 
German and Austrian works of the 
eighteenth to twentieth centuries. 

The quart~t will also present a free 
miniconc:ert at noon Monday in the 
Student Center. 

THE WALL STREET . JOURNAL 
@ 1974 Dow Jones ·& Company, Inc. All Rights Reser.ved. 
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''THE KING OF. HEARTS'' 

THE LONGEST RUNNING 

FILM IN AMERICA 

IS COMING 

TO THE STATE THEATER 

ON WED., NOV. 6 

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION--PRINCETON, 

,. 'The King of Hearts' I 
Makes a Strong Bid 
To Be King of Films 

• • . • I 
At One Cambridge Theater, 

Anyway ; After 31h Years, 
l People Still Keep Coming '"' 

By DAVID GUMPERT 
Sta.ff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 

. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - About five weeks 
after the French movie, "The King of 
Hearts," began playing at a small theater 
here, the theater's general manager rou
tinely noted in newspaper ads Utat the 
movie was 1n its "final weeks." . 

That was 3% years ago. "':rhe movie just 
took off after thOse ads and it hasn't 
'stopped," says Bob St. George, general 
manager of Ute 150·seat Central Square Cin
ema I movie Uteater here. 

; 
1 Now 1n ·tts l88th week at Ute Central 
"The King of Hearts" may be the lonrest 
running ' movie at a single movie house 1n 
the country. It hall certainly outstripped 
some famoua claaalc1. "'lbe Sound of 
Music" ran about 21!1 years a.t"a movie thea· 

. ter in San Diego, according to Twentietli • 
Jentury-Fox _Film Corp., its producer. And 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.'s "Gone WiUt 
the Wind" ran just over two years 1n At
lanta, Ute . company eays. The Central 
'Square Cinema -has already worn out three 
copies of "The Kina' of Heartll" Uld i.8 in the 

1 process ol Wearbl&' out ita fourth. 



A AM/FM 
V DIGITAL 
CLOCK RADIO 

Reg. $32.95 

AC/DC CASSOTE 
RECORDER . 
with Built-In 
CONDENSOR 

MICROPHONE 

$KENWOOD .MciiiiiUI.D 

Beauty, quality, dependability, and most of. all, performance, are the 
things you expect from an AM/FM Stereo Receiver, and the Kenwood KR· 
1400 delivers beautifully.lt has an excellent FM tuner section, to bring in 
all your favorite stations loud and clear, and its amplifier Is unmatched in 
its price class. It sells by Itself for S 179.95. The BSR 260AX Automatic 
Turntable has a cueing lever, anti-skating, a lightweight tonearm, and 
sells, complete with base, dust cover, and Magnetic Cartridge, for $79.95. 
A perfect complement to these 
excellent components is a pair of 
Harman/Kardon HK 20 speakers. Each 
has an B" Woofer and 2" Tweeter to 
deliver the full spectrum of audible 
sound. They sell by themselves for 
S 110.00 a pair 

IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY $369.90 

~oss K-6 

STEREOPHONES 
Reg. $79.95 

®PIONEER SEL-20 1 
OPEN-AIR 

HEADPHONES 
Reg. $29.95 
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-
. Classifieds· Choir Looks Ahead to Concert 

WANTED 
' DRIVER NEEDED to pick up 
student at school near. Rising Sun, 
Md.; 3 p.m. daily; one hour round . 
trip. Excellent pay. Cor furnished 
if necessary. Call Mrs. Ste.rrett: 
X2793, X2351; home: 215-932-
3433. 

FEMALE to share two bedroom 
opt. in Towne Ct. Pay $90/month 
and elec. Call 368-8686. 

LOST .fOUND 

LOST • OPAL NECKLACE witl 
diamond from Clayton Hall on 
Oct. 27. Will pay more than value 
to get it back. Sentimental value. 
No questions asked. Call 731-
9834. Gail. 

LOST: a ring, blue star 
sapphire, silver band, reward. 
Contact Dave Powell 366-8905. 

FOR SALE 

'69 MERCURY MONTEGO. Four
door sedan, six-cylinder, new 
carburetor. $900. Call 368-5981 
after 5 p.m. 

HOT DOG TRUCK: Excellent 
condition. Money maker. Ready 
to go. Must sell; moving. Call 475-
5144. . 

MONTOBECANE • GRAND 
TOURING, modified, extras, 
excellent condition. · $180. Call 
Tim 737-9774. 

1970 RENAULT. Four-door low 
mileage, call Fred, room 157. Tel. 
737-9966. 

HELP WANTED 

NEED EXTRA , CASH? Counter 
help. Light counter work in very 
pleasant donut shop. No 
experience necessary. Will train. 
Day, night, weekends. Apply 
Dunkin Donuts, 301 N. Maryland 
Ave., Wilmington. Between the 
hours 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. M-F. 

FOR RENT 

1MB SELECTOR TYPEWRITER. 
$10 per week. 368-0331. 

TYPING 

TYPING DONE in my home. Call 
368-3535. 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST 
Specializing in theSis-;-
manuscripts and resumes. IBM 
Selectric II typewriter. 738-5131. 

TYPING DONE in my home. 
Experienced in thesis, 
dissertations and term papers. 
Reasonable rates. 738-9521. 

EXPERIENCED TYPING - thesis, 
dissertations, term papers, etc. 
738-4647. 

TYPING IN MY HOME on 
electric typewriter. · Experienced 
in thesis papers, manuscripts. 
Quick, . accurate service. 731-
4147. 

TYPING - Fast service and 
accurate work. done by 
experienced typist at reasonable 
rates, 737-1049. 

By STEVEN KEE 
The concert choir wants to 

go to Europe this swnmer-if 
they can afford it. . 

According to choir director. 
Dr. Peter McCarthy, the choir 
is one of seven groups invited 
to participate in a symposium 
in Vienna this June. 
McCarthy admits. however. 
that the plans are still 
tentative. "Anything · is 
tentative if it costs a buck and 

. a quarter and you have a 
buck in your pocket," he said. 

McCarthy added that the 
choir was invited to a Vienna 
symposium last year but they 
were unable to raise the 
money. They were invited 
again this year. but money is 
still a problem. the director 
said. 

"The cost per student is 
about $920." McCarthy said. 
Presently there are 50 
students in the choir with 
about 44 of them planning to 
go on the trip. 

"The office of the president 
has pledged $15,000 and given 
an . immeasurable amount of 
moral support," McCarthy 
said. "That leaves $25.000 to 
be raised." 

"Th~ money has to be 
raised privately." he_ 
continued, adding. that "no 
instructional funds" are being 
.used. "Either we make it on 
our own or we don't go," he 
commented. 

McCarthy said the 
members of the choir are 
"enthusiastic and completely 
committed" to making the 
trtip. So far they have "held 
car washes. some singihg 
engagements. and washed 
airplanes at the Wilmington 
airport" to raise IJY.)(ley. 

The director stressed that 
"they do this outside of school 
time... and there are no 
academic credits involved in 
the trip: 

"I try to stay out." 
McCarthy said. .. If the kids 
want to go and raise the 
money I will help them as 
much as I can." 

To help them raise money 
the Nestles candy company 
has offered the choir a deal to 
sell chocolate bars on 
campus. McCarthy hopes to 
begin selling by next 
Thursday. 

··we were invited on 
merit... McCarthy said. 

INTERESTED. IN 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT? 

Opportunities during Winter Session for field experiences and 
career explorfition in: 
HEALTH SERVICES JUVENILE CORRECTIONS 
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES SCHOOLS 

DEADSTART AND DAY CARE CENTERS 
Students will be placed in community agencies for ten hours a week, will 
participate in discussion groups and prepare critical incident reports. An 
effort will be made to schedule field experience around other class 
commitmen~. 

For more information on EDP 499 contact: Center for Off-Campus Learning, 
401 Academy Street; 738-1231 

ABBOTT'S SHOE REPAIR 
92 East,Main Street New BOOTS-

TheNIOSitn 

Vintage Tan cowhide 
foot and top with 
Brandy Mod Teak 
cowhide side panel 
and Brigade strap. 
•1 2-inch stovepipe top 

TheSANDOA':i 
The ROUSTABOUT 

Spanish Brandy Brown 
full grain glove 
leather foot and top. 
• 14-inch stovepipe 

top 
• Fully leather lined 

The SURFER 

Spanish Brandy full-groin 
glove leather foot and top. 
e ll-inch height 

Wolverine· 
~Boots 

FULL LINE OF SHOE REPAIRING - SOLES, HEELS, STITCHING, ETC. 
don't throw your old shoes away. save them at abbott's 

"because we are gOod." He 
feels that "in our own way we 
are. as well known and as 
talented as our football 
team." 

" We are not going to 
compete. We have already 
done that." he explained. 
mentioning the Wales 
competition in 1971 where the 
choir won second place. 

The Vienna symposium will 
be on the Viennese classical 
composers Mozart. Haydn. 
and Beethoven with 
particular emphasis on the 
choral music of Beethoven. 

As part of this "extremely 
prestigious invitation" 
McCarthy said the choir will 
attend lectures and seminars 
with the Vienna 
Philaharmonic Orchestra and 
the Vienna State Opera. 

After the symposium 
McCarthy said that the choir 
will present a program of 
American music in the spirit 
.of the bicventennial 
celebration. 

They are planning to 
perform the American music 
program in several Austrian 
and German cities. "We will 
go anywhere we can stop the 
bus ... McCarthy said. 

He added that the focus of 
the American music tour will 
be to draw Europeans to the 
United States for the 
bicentennial celebration. 

}{eturning to the funding 
program . McCarthy 
concluded. "We have to 
assume we can do it. .. 

Answers to 
Phantom Facts 

1 1 Pat McCormick 
21 K-13 
31 S.I.A. 
41 Inter-teet 
51 Julie Newmar. Eartha 

Kitt and Lee Merriweather 
61 Ernie. Chip. Robbie. and 

Mike 
7 1 Callie Shaw 
8! the Flying Lab 
91 Don Diego 
101 soccer 

8" Moccasin Toe Boot and 
6 shoe. Okra rowhtde 
leather uppers. Full g ro in 
saddle ton leather lin ings. 
Cushion insole. Vibrom 
sole and heel. 

Hours: 9-5:3(.) M ,T,Th, S 
9-9 W, F 
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Quiet Music, Easy Talk 
Dominate Pierrot's Cafe 

CORRECTION 
Applications still being accepted for Winter Session Trip 
to Geneva. 

By STIPHANII LIPCIUS 

:A si~ depicting a 
chalk-f"aced clown, 
illuminated by flickering 
candles beckoned students 
and other members of the 
Newark community to attend 
the opening of Pierrot's 
Cafe and Theatre last Friday 
night. 

The new cafe, a joint 
project of United Campus 
Ministry and the Zanni Street 
Theatre, is located in the 
basement of Ghllery 20 
(formerly the Phoenix 
Center). Pierrot's is managed 
by Larry Butler and hosted by 
Barry Magnani. 

Pierrot's draws its name 
from the clown called Pierrot 
who represents the traditional 
image of informal theatre, 
according to Magnani. 

Upon entering, Butler 
welcomed the customers, who 
were surprised to find that 
there was free admission for 
the grand opening and that 
everyone received a ticket 
entitling them to free 
admission on their next visit. 

Magnani met each party 
and took them to a table, 
lighting the candle posted in a 
wine bottle. The low ceilings 
and the small. cloth-covered 
tables added warmth to the 
room. while soft music 
provided by musicians in the 
far corner heightened the 
mood. One wall displayed a 
jack-o-lantem flanked by two 
barrels on a shelf. while on 
another wall, a hanging 
portrayed a small town. 

A waitress in a patchwork 
skirt took orders. The menu 
included lentil soup, salads, 
omelets, crepe suzette. and 
sandwiches. Prices ranged 
from 20 cents for tea to $1.50 
for "Chris' Outrageous 
Omelet." 

The cafe was filled to 
capacity by 9 p.m. Magnani 
hurriedly set up extra chairs 
while the two waitresses 
. rushed to take and deliver 
·their orders. The performing 
groups changed and the hum 
of conversation took over. The 
new group, Smokey Wetwood, 
played familiar light rock 
tunes and some original 
songs, intermingled with the 
din of casual chatter. 

Customers ral')ged from 
students and faculty to 
Newark citizens. "It's a 
warm and relaxed 
atmosphere," commented 
senior Tina Oifford. 

'·Fantastic. We've needed 
it a long time," observed Dr. 
Edward Schweizer, professor 
of chemistry. 

Elsie Meccariello and Pearl 
Walsh, area residents, 
discovered that there is a 
special addition to the menu 
each week. Fried bananas 
highlighted the menu opening 
night. "They're deliciow;. I've 
never eaten them before;: 
Mecc8riello $Bid. Her eyes 
wandered about the cafe, 
"It's interesting," she noted. 

A member ol Smokey 
Wetwood said he had seen an 

ad in the Evening Journal for 
Pierrot's and that he was glad 
to help the cafe get off to a 
good start, adding that 
Smokey Wetwood would 
definitely return. . 

The Multinational Firm and Its Environment 

3-6 Credits (BU 307, EC 340, or PSC 321 and special project), 
junior or senior status. 

Another student said that 
she really liked the cafe. "It's 
not typical of Delaware. I 
didn't expect it," she 
remarked. 

After opening night, Butler 
and Magnani reflected on the 
success of the endeavor, 
noting that they were pleased 
with the number and diversity 
of the clientele. 

3lf2 weeks in Geneva with morning lectures by scholars, 
executives and analysts on campus orientation and 
followup. 

CONTACT: F.T. Haner 
Business Administration 
220 Purnell 

(Cofttln...t to"- 181 

Where$299 
Still Buys A 
Complete Realistic® 
Stereo Music 
System ... 

. . centered around the- STA-4 7 AM-FM stereo 
receiver with Quatravox R- for derived 4-channel 
sound (just add two more speakers). The LAB-12C 
3-speed automatic changer with base and $12.95 
value magnetic cartridge. Two MC-1 000 acoustic 
s~spension walnut veneer speaker systems. 
Together . .. sensational sound! There's only one 
place you can find it ... Radio Shack . 

THIS SYSTEM · 
SAVES YOU $7sao 

• Realistic STA-47 AM-FM 
Stereo Receiver.... Reg. 199.95 

• Realistic LAB-12C Automatic 
Changer . . . Reg. 54.95 

• Two MC-1000 Speaker 
Systems @ 59.95 ea .... Reg. 119.90 

TOTAL 374.80 

SALE $299 

cliitiifll. 
At Radio Shack 

.... .... 

a I 

f:;;) 
took For Thrs Srgn 

In Your Nerghborhood }I A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY PRICES MAY VARY AT I.NDIVIDUAL STORES 
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Rodenberry Tracts 'Trek' 
By AMINTA O'CONNOR 

• I 
Wednesday rught was 

~ischief Night. Wednesday 
night was illwninated by a 
full moon. Wednesday ·night 
was split by the sputtering of 
firecrackers tossed from a 
fraternity's windows. 

But to 1500 local T.rekkies, 
Wednesday night was a 
chance to see and hear their 
idol and mentor. Gene 
Roddenberry. 

Roddenberry. of course. 
was the creator and producer 
of the famed "Star Trek" 
series whose formula. 
according to Roddenberry 
was to treat its audience "as 
an intelligent life form." 

Staff f'!lotos by John G. Mortine:c 

Although the lecture was 
billed as .. Inside Science 
Fiction... Roddenberry did 
not address himself to that 
subject. However. no one 
seemed to mind or notice. Gene Rodenberry · 

SUNDAY CINEMA . .. 
Bergman's 

"Smiles of a Summer Night" 
NOVEMBER 3 

140 Smith 7:30p.m. FREE W/1.0. 

Beginning the program was 
a half hour film of old "Star 
Trek out-takes. each 
segment taken from a 
different season. All the 
mistakes. pranks. and chaos 

. that one doesn't see on the air 
were paraded on the film to 
the ecstatic enjoyment of the 
crowd. 

Roddenberry later 

COME TO OUR NEWARK 
STORE and save during our 
GREAT RECORD REDUCTION 
SALE ! All of ~he latest and 
greatest sounds on record are 
reduced in price to make them 
irrestible . SHOP EARLY ! ! ! 
THEY'LL GO FAST!! 

Record Reductions 
on all our RECORDS 

135 E. MAIN ST. 
NEWARK, DEL. 
PHONE 368·0300 

The Center Of Sound Store 

~••7 ,,._ •wr. • .. ,_ -~ ~u• - •r. 
-L-.KL. -.-.KL. -.. ,-~ 
--~ n•-na • - • .,.__ - •7•-•14• 

explain~ that they kept the 
clips and spliced them 
together each year to show at 
the cast Christmas party 
when everyone was more or 
less wrecked "from 
exhaustion and other things, 
as well." 

Naturally enough. "Star 
Trek" was the thrust of 
Roddenberry's talk. 

He explained how CBS 
turned the pilot down because 
of its bad title. lack of a mad 
scientists.' and. Roddenberry 
snidely slid in, "because they 
thought they already had a 
sure fire hit with 'Lost In 
Space". · 

He also 

"The show came at a time 
when there was said there 
were no new frontiers .... 
Most shows at that time 
featured anti-hereoes, and the 
audience was able to respond 
to Kirk and SJx>ck as 
heroes. . . Finally. the 
audience realized that ·star 
Trek' was not just about 
space. . . it was · about 
humanity and the 
challenges we must face if we 
are to have adventures in the 
future." 

It was no surprise. 
Roddenberry said that "Star 
Trek's" widest support was 

mail saved "Star Trek" from the Vietnam War. "Star 
cancellation. '"Star Trek' Trek" had the guts to make 
fans are a lovely but peculiar the statement that we didn't 
life breed.. . . . . if they spent have the right to interfere 
as much time mating as they with other people's lives ... . 
do writing letters. we'd and that we must value the 
surpass China in population.·· differences we find in 

"I've got some secret others ... 
telephone where I call up Before concluding. 
someone and say. ·Send me Hoddenberry cautioned the 
10.000 people out on the audience about commercial 
streets on New York'." If he television. "Commercial 
possessed power like that. television. as its exists today. 
Roddenberry quipped. does not exist to entertain or 
"instead of television. I'd be inform you. Its corporate 
in politics." purpose is to sell products. 

Roddenberry noted that the Before his departure. 
most frequently asked Roddenberry provided his 
questiosn about "Star Trek" almost rapid fans . with a 70 
concern fan support. Why was minute pilot of the first Star 
there so much? Trek. =---··--------·--····-··-··· .. , i Wetherholt's i-

1 Inner City Bicycles I 
I Phone: 731-0750 I • • • 1 l9Haynes St., Newark i 
• • I Bike In i I Grand Opening Sale I 
i CCM Mistral I 
• Reg. $195 I 
I SALE PRICE $175. II 
I 80 bicycles In stock I 
•1 Bottecchla 

· Corso I 
I Atala 1 1 Royce Union · 

·1 Full Parts & Service J 
[!... ................................................. . 



• • • Pierrot's Cafe NeWman Center presents 

''PLAZA SUITE'' 
(C011tl,_.. from ...... 16) 

Butler and Magnani 
stressed that Pierrot's is a 
nonprofit project, adding that 
the purpose of the cafe is to 
provide a meeting place for 
the co~ty. They both 

... Media 
(Conti,_.. from ...... 9) 

offered during the day are 
only soap operas and .games. 

The onlf children's shows 
are on Saturday mornings." 

He contended that the 
problem would not be solved 
by offering more channels on 
commercial television 
because, all the stations 
would be offering reruns. 
Paid television, according to 
Dann. would be an .excellent 
stimulus to these 
disenfranchised groups. 

This new closed circuit 
system, which is still in the 
experimental stages, said 
Dann. will have over 30 
channels. including three 
children's channels. He added 
that it would offer more local 
channels and would foster 
more educational and civic 
programs. 

According to Dann. closed 
circuit paid television will not 
compete with commercial 
T.V. programs. The most it 
WQuld take away would be 
eight or ten percent of 
commerci:U viewing. 

Dann feels that · "Sesame 
Street" and "The Electric 
Company." which he has been 
involved with since 1970. were 
designed to meet certain 
goals for Wlderprivileged 
ghetto. inner-city children, 
although it benefits other 
children as well. According to 
Dann. these programs are the 
few designed with speeific 
educational goals in mind, 
and are not concerned with 
achieving a maximum 
audience. 

"In the U.S .. " said Dann. 
" we have a history of 
technological advance 
without caring what it is used 
for. It is up to us to become 
aware of the wired society, 
and to use it constructively." 

Theater Tryouts 
Tryouts for tbe University 

Theatre's production of 
Bertolt Breebt's "'111e Three 
PeDDy Opera" will be beld 
Monday at 7:30 p.m. aDd 
Tuesday at 4 p.m. 8Dd 7:30 
p.m. iD tbe Amy E. cluPOD& 
Music BuildiDg. 

~ ..... 
~~~ .. , 
STEREO TAPES 
S-track & cassettes 
• over 1000 rock & · 
popular titles 
• only $1.99 each · 
• free brOchure 
write: AUDIO LOOP CO . 

. DEPT. 197 P.O. BOX 43355 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44143 

agreed that it is important 
that Pierrot's be readily 
accessible to young artists 
including the culinary and 
entertaining arts. 

Entertainers will receive a 
percentage of the money 
taken at the door, according 
to Butler and Magnani. Since 
no money was taken in forth~ 
opening, the performers have 
been invited back. 

I . . 

Pierrot's is open on Friday 
and Saturday nights from 6 to 
12 p.m. Performances start 
on the hour. This week, Marc 
and Susan Pevar will _ 
perform. 

NOVEMBER' I and 2 8:00 P;M_. 
Newman .Center 

45 LoveH Avenue 
Admission SOC 

'Thrn it '~~> unanimou110: To he-ll with the' PresidiPnt , mt>n·~· . 
a nd thf' Sal ion 's wound!i~~· 

' 
The best newspaper in the Delaware Valley-The Inquirer- offers you a chance to hang Nixon, 
Haldeman, Erlichman, Mitchell and the VFW . . . right on your wall. From the acid-tipped pen of'lnquirer 
editorial cartoonist Tony Auth, these two 22" X 35" posters of his funniest and best are yours to 
hang, post, spindle or mutilate as you see fit. 

Both great posters are yours free when you order 6-day or 7 -day delivery of the Inquirer and pre
pay any of the low full-term rates listed below. 

THE tOe NEWSPAPER IS ALIVE AND WELL ON YOUR CAMPUS 

Yes, you'll save too, with these special low student rates. 

Weekdays & Sundays 
Weekdays (Mon.-Sat.) 
Sundays only 

Full Year Fall Interim 
11 / 4-5/ 16 11 / 4-12 / 15 12/ 16-1/ 5 
$ 25.07 $ 5.46 $ 2.73 

16.70 3.60 . 1 .80 
8.32 1 .81 .93 

Cost is based upon 1 Oc for the daily Inquirer, 31 c for Sunday. 
That's a big savings of 34c per week over newsstand prices. 

Winter 
1/ 6-2/ 8 
$ 4.24 

3.00 
1.24 

Spring 
2/ 9-5/ 16 
$12.64 

8.30 
4.34 

~ .. -.v .. • 4 

With dorm delivery of The Inquirer, you just open the door to bring in the world. And it beats bucking 
the rain or the cold to pick up a copy. To make your day-every day-subscribe now for home de
livery at the special reduced rate. Call366-8658 or use this coupon. 

r----------------, I Mail to : Jnquim I 
I Delaware News Agency I 

31 0 Apple Rd. All subscriptions I Newark, Delaware 19711 to be billed I 
I by-semester. I 

$ enclosed Make checks payable I Check One Delaware News I 
I 0 Weekdays & Sundays Agency I 

0 Weekdays I 0 Sundays I 
I NAME I I CAMPUS ADDRESS I 
I CAMPUS PHONE I 
L---------------.1 
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• • • Brown 
(Contln-.1 from Pae• 3) 

university's parking facility 
at the stadium. 

"I don't think we're going to 
take care of our problems like 
mass transit and conservation 
issues if we keep building a 
road every time we get a shift 
in population density," he 
asserted. 

Among the primary issues 
of the campaign are a 
proposed state income tax, a 
belt parkway around the 
Newark area. and the 
proposed state sales tax. 
Brown opposes the tax 
proposal and will oppose the 
beltway proposal if it 
threatens developments in his 
district, or if it's demands are 
to great on the community's 
budget. 

Efficient use of public 
money is one of Brown's 
major concerns, and he 
emphasized the "crying, 
pressing needs" which face 
the state. The state projects 
that he feels merit the 
strongest attention are those 
concerning reform and 
renewal in the state's health 
services and penal 
institutions, Brown explained 
that the Smyrna Public Home 
for the Aged and Chronically 
Ill is sorely in need of funding . 

Brown has been with the 
university for 12 years. 
During that time, he served 
on the Governor's Task Force 
to Reorganize the Executive 
Branch of State Government, 

which simplified the previous 
structure of 140 commissions 
down to one with 10 cabinet 
departments. He also served 
on a similar project to 
reorganize the New Castle 
County government. 

Brown feels that his year of 
involvement with the state . 
government and the 
community have acquainted 
him with the needs of the 
people of Newark and of 
Delaware. 

According to Brown, a 
representative's primary 
qualification should be his 
ability to communicate 
openly and candidly with his 
constituency and "not to wait 
until you see a problem to 
start acting." Brown proposes 
to publish a regular 
newsletter and to set time 
aside daily to speak with 
constituents. 

Brown has made every 
effort to discourage claims of 
conflicting interests. He has 
agreed not to take any private 
consulting contracts during 
the campaign. and does all of 
his campaigning after hours. 

·-rve tried to behave to a 
fault to make sure that there is 
no taint of partisan use of 
facilities at the university." 
he maintained, indicating that 
he did not wish to hinder the 
chances of future office bids 
by other faculty members. 

• • . Billingsley 
(Contln-.1 from ...... 3) 

sooner have a 
non-industrialized coastline 
than an industrialized one.'' 

Previously, opponents have 
charged Billingsley with 
being inconsistent on a 
proposed sales tax . 
Billingsley replied that his 
position on the sales tax 
depends on the abolislunent of 
the ten percent personal 
income tax. .. I think the' 
people that are talking of 
sales taxes aren't talking 
about a sales tax in lieu of 
something, but a sales tax in 
addition to something <the ten 
percent personal income 
tax). . . and that situation I'm 
completely opposed to," 
Billingsley explained. 

A member of the committee 
which proposed the "Newark 
Beltway." Billingsley has also 
been criticized by residents 

who are afraid that the road 
will destroy their property. 
He argued that the need of a 
road circling Newark is 
paramount and property 
damage would be minimal 
while accessibility and traffic 
relief on residential roads 
would be improved. 

Billingsley accused his 
opponent, Hal Brown, of a 
conflict of interest. Brown is 
director of the university's 
Division of Urban Mfairs, 
which receives some state 
funds for research . 
Billingsley alleged that as 
representative, Brown would 
have a hand in determining_ 
the amount of money going to 
his owri division. 

Looking ahead to the 
election on Tuesday , 
Billingsley said that the 
reason Democrats have 
outregistered Republicans by 
a state-wide margin of nearly 
two to one, is unquestionably 
"a Watergate backlash." In 
the 25th district where results 
are expected to be dose, he 
believes that student voting 
may have an impact on the 
election. but disputes the 
relative importance of a 
polling station on-campus 
(Christiana Commons) for the 
first time. 

.. I don't thlllk that the 
location of the polls is what 
has the impact; it's greater 
interest by the students." he 
said. 

Sam 5 your man 

SAM'S STEAK HOUSE 
For Fast Delivery or Pick-up Call in 731-9891 

2224 Academy Street 
9:30·3 a.m. until you stop 
coming in 7 day' a week 

• • -. Booters 
(Contln-d from ...... 21) 

And indeed they should The 
Hens came from near 
obscurity to take the Middle 
Atlantic Conference Western 
Division title in 1970 with a 
9-2-2 record. Through the past 
four seasons the hooters have 
posted a record above .500. 
and Kline is optimistic about 
his teams chances this year. 

" I feel we can have a very 
successful season." he said. 
"We have a lot of talent in our 
second and third teams and 
that should help us as we go 
deeper into the season. I 
really hope our fans continue 
to support us as they have in 
the past. That contributes as 
much to our cause as 
anything. " 

In 1976 Delaware's soccer 
team will celebrate its' 
fiftieth anniversary. Although 
the Hen soccer team isn ·t as 
well known as the football 
team. everyone must agree 
that they have earned a great 
deal of respect. And if they 
continue in their present 
trend. who knows. Delaware 
Stadium anyone? 

Divorce Lecture 
Carl Agostini, Esq. will 

present a lecture entitled 
"Divorce-What Every 
Woman Should Know" on 
Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
YWCA, 318 S. College Ave. 

CAN WE BORROW YOUR BODY? 

Bring it 
with you 
on Election Day, 
November 5th 
to get out 
the vote for 
Jim Soles, 
Democrat 
for Congress 

Join the 
Victory Volunteers 

Call731-7480 
Dropin 

at our 
·new Main Street 

Headquarters next 
to 

Happy Harry's. 

GIVE OF YOURSELF , 
YOU CAN 
MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE! 

Paid for by the Jim Soles for Congress Committee, 

Tom Carper, Treasurer 
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• • • Harriers Sweep _ Tigers 
(Conti-'""" ...,._23) 

2 7 : 5 8 . T.h e n e x t 
three finishers were the Hens' 
Rich Zimny, Jim Sadowski 
and Bob Kale with times of 
28: 13-it must have been a 
day for togetherness. Tom 
Lowman trailed the trio with 
a 28:34. Towson was first 
sighted arowtd lOth place. 

Coach Edgar Johnson was 
not too surprised with the 
results and felt that if the. 
Hens had adequate rest even 
George Mason's early 
finishers would have been 
overtaken. 

''All of the guys on the team 
realize that our schedule is 
not very conducive to 
running," related Johnson. 
"We need at least six or seven 
days between meets. Our 
schedule this year has caused 
us to take a few steps 
backwards at times and I feel 
our recent loss to Glassboro 
was a result of this problem," 
Johnson declared . 

Saturday's opponent 

"We'll go up there looking 
to close the gap," says 
Johnson. "They have had a 
week to prepare for' us while 
we have just three days for 
them. The guys are tired and 
it will be tough Saturday." 
Johnson pointed out. 
"They also have a home 
course advantage because 
they refuse to mark the 
course. and it always causes 
problems for us." 

FR-HEN-ZIED PURSUIT-Ed Clark (60), Curt 
Morgan (53) and Sam Miller close in on Temple's 
Steve Joachim as the quarterback lets loose a 

pass. The lien defense gave Joachim and 
company a staff dose of pressure in Saturday's 
21-171oss. 

Widener has been a thorn in 
the foot to the harriers in past 
:years. The Pioneers are the 
College Division champs in 
the Middle Atlantic 
Conference. now East Coast 
Conference, and beat the 
Hens decisively last year to 
make it five years in a row 
they've outrun the Hens. 

175 EAST 
MAIN ST. 

NEWARK, DELAWARE 
PHONE 737-9890 

. . . Gridders Await 'Cats in Pivotal Game Mon.-Thurs. 
10-1:30 

Fri.-Sat. 10-2:30 
Sun. 11-1:30 

(Cont'-tl to ..... 24) 

Villanova has been beset by 
ffiQre than their share of 
injurit>s. For example, their 
leading growtd gainers, Bill 
Margetich (224 yards) and 
Ralph Pascarella ( 1791 yards. 
missed the Boston College 
game. and the list goes on and 
on. 

Still Weaver refuses to cite 
the Wildcat injuries as an 
excuse in lookiilg forward to 
tomorrow's match-up. 

"Delaware is a 
well-coached football squad 
playing very consistent ball," 
he asserted, "I have a great 
deal of respect for them'· 

"Without a doubt," he 

Polls 
·After suffering a 21-17 loss at 

the hands of Temple last 
Saturday, Delaware (6-1-01. 
dropped from second to third in 
the Associated Press weekly 
football poll. 

Louisiana Tech ( 7-0-01 
continues to lead the pack after 
defeating McNeese St. 24-17. 
Nevada-Las Vegas 7-0-0 moved 
into second place behind Tech. 

In the balloting for the 
Lambert Cup Delaware is still 
leading the way. The Hens 
received all the first place votes 
for a maximum of 70 •points. 
West Chester (7-01, the Hens' 
opponent on November 16, is 
second with 62 points. 

Associated Press 
1. La. Tech 7-0-0 
2. Nev.-las Vegas 7-0-0 
3. Delaware 6-1-0 
4. Boise State 6-1-0 
5. Texas A&l 7-0-0 

772 
628 
547 
543 
400 

United Press International 
1. Delaware · 6-1-0 70 
2. WestChester 7-0-0 62 
3. Clarion St. 5-1-1 51 
4. Massachusetts 4-3-0 39 

. ,5. Tie Connecticut 3-3-0 34 
lehigh 3-3-0 34 

continued, "their offense 
gives defenses a great deal 
many preparation problems 
due to so much misdirection." 

Possibly, but in last week's 
loss to Temple, the primary 
Hen disappointment was their 
inability to move the ball. 
They came away With only 
104 yards rushing, their 
lowest total since the 1968 
Boston University game, and 
a mere 83 yards passing. If 
the Villanova defense is as 
good as Raymond notes the 
game· could easily develope 
into a defensive struggle. 

If so, the Hens should be 
well prepared. They are 
coming off a fine effort 
against the ().vis. They picked 
off three of Steve Joachim's 
passes, recovered four 
fumbles, and sacked the 

Temple quarterback three 
times. 

The Wildcats. on the other 
hand, are led by line-backer 
Steve Ramsey and 6-4, 25C_) 
pound defensive tackle John 
Zimba. They are two of nine 
lettermen listed on the 
Villanova defensive starting 
roster. This defense has been 
statistically suspect 
-allowing nearly 3000 yards 
in seven games (or about 430 
yards per game 1. However, 
as Raymond noted this can 
be a decieving figure. 

"Villanova has been 
playing the likes of Houston, 
Boston College, and so on,·' 
opted the Delaware coach, 
continuing along with the 
classic understatement, 
"They have been known to 
move the ball." 

Frosh Gridders 
The frosh gridders host the yearlings from Penn State today in a 

3:00 p.nt. game~ the varsity practice field behind the fieldhouse. 
The frosh have two wins, over Milford and West Chester, going 
into this their fmal game. 

....................... ,. 
• YOGA LECTURE- • 
: DEMONSTRATION- = i INVOLVEMENT = 
I ;i~~~ots:dah:. and practicality of Yoga for = 
= *Hatha Yoga demonstration of classical = 

postures. .. 
M *Fundamentals of deep rhythmic • = breathing and complete relaxation. .. 
M *Tibetan centering, chanting an<;! • 
M meditation. M 

• • M 7:30-9:30 p.m., Wed ., Nov. 6th M 
M Unitarian Fellowship of Newark I = , .. ,_ 420 w~~a ~oad (riext to"Park Place Apts.) • II 
~ No cost, fresh JUICe and herbal tea served at = 
.,. conclusion, 10 week introductory course begins • 
M following week. K' 
M Advanced classes start 7:30-9:30 p.m. , Thursday, W 
II November 7th at the Fellowship for those who have had K 
· • prior Yoga instruction. • 
_M BOB DAVIS - 737-6414 I . ...................... . 

WATSON BROTHERS with 

WASHBOARD BILL 
Tuck Wilson "Betty Boop" 

plus 
a special surprise! 

November 1 and 2 8:15 p.m. 75' W/1.0. 
CANCELLED: OPEN MIKE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6 
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Kline was appointed head coach of the Hen 

Loco/ Booter.'S BoostiBooters. Kline came to Delaware after. 
a coaching two years at a Pennsylvania high Women Knot Ursinus 

To Hens' Soccer 
By BILL GRANTHAM 

Editor's Note: This is the second part in a 
series. dealing with changes in Delaware's varsity 
sports programs. 

Delaware Stadium is filled to overflowing, the 
fans are screaming and yelling, and the 
excitment of the game is keeping everyone on the 
edge of their seats. 

The description of a Delaware football game 
on a Saturday afternoon? Possibly. But what 
would you say if you were told it was the 
Delaware soccer team meeting one of its' worthy 
opponents? 

Well, maybe that's getting a little far fetched, 
but with the growth of soccer interest in this 
country, coupled with the continu?us · 
improvements of the Hens' soccer team, anythmg 
is a possibility. • 

Soccer was just beginning to cause a stir of 
excitment across the country in 1963 when Loren 

Stoff photo by Stewart Lavelle · 
LOREN KUNE LOOKS ON 

school. In his college days he played for Penn 
State. 

Two of his first tasks were to find quality 
players and drum up some support from the 
student body. 

This was tough to do, since the majority of 
students that go to the university reside within the 
state and were unfamiliar with the sport. Local 
interest was hard to find as only one instate 
school supplied Delaware with any soccer talent. 

··In the mid-sixties Brandywine High School 
was the only school in Delaware that was known 
for quality soccer." Kline stated. "Many of the 
good in-state players we had came from there." 

As interest in soccer grew, the in-state 
programs also expanded. At present, half of this 
years hooters are from the Blue Hen state. "As 
interest in soccer grew, the in-state system grew 
stronger," Kline says.- "We no longer receive 
good players just from Brandywine. we also 
obtain a lot of talent from schools such as Conrad, 
Mt. Pleasant. Concord; Newark and Milford. This 
has helped us greatly." 

The hooters need all the help they can get. since 
they play a major college schedule. "We're 
ranked in division one," Kline affirms, "and of 
course you know we don't grant scholarships for 
soccer. However, I do feel our players can hold 
their own against just about anyone." 

One of the obstacles in the hooters quest for 
fame has oddly enough been the fact that they 
share locker facilities with the football team. 
Because of the great success of the Hen gridders. 
it is Claimed that they are given preference on 
using university facilities. One former Delaware 
soccer player. who wishes to remain anonymous. 
stated he quit the team for that very reason. 
"Many times I would be on one of the training 
tables getting taped up," he stated, "only to be 
forced to get off in the middle of the job so a 
football player could be taped up. I didn't think it 
was fair." 

Kline acknowledges the problem of taking 
a back seat. but he doe;5n 't place much emphasis 
upon it. "It's just one of those things you have to 
get used. to." he said . .. It is not really all that bad: 
however, I do feel that since our program has 
progressed so well. we are now getting more of 
the respect that we deserve ... 

(Cantlnuecl to. Page 19) 

Mens 'Play Well' in Hockey Tie 

By DAW ... LANGTON 

The women's field hockey team played to a draw for the first 
time this season in Tuesday's 1-1- tie with Ursinus. This gives 
the team a ~1-1 record. 

"The team gave everything they had," said Coach Mary Ann 
Hitchens. "Ursinus has an extremely strong team this year. 
They just beat West Chester last week." 

During the first half. Ursinus did a good job of keeping the 
ball in Delaware's territory. With five minutes remaining. 
Ursinus's Karla Poley took a point-blank shot on goal and drove 
the ball into the net. 

Delaware quickly recovered and carried the ball downfield. 
Right wing Laura Chirnside slammed a shot from the corner 
and Anita Magot topped it in for the score. 

" It took us a while to get going." observed Hitchens. "but we 
looked better in the seconq half-! think we played well 
overall." 

In the second half. despite "looking better... Delaware 
couldn't break the tie. Both teams were thwarted in attempts to 
get a play together. Finally, with seconds remaining. Ursinus 
rushed the Delaware goal and was stopped as the final whistle 
blew. 

"When you tie a game. you start looking back on every play 
you think you missed.·· reflected Churnside. 

"It's not a win ... added Hitchens. "but it's as close as you 
can come. 

Looking to next week's encounter with West Chester. 
Hitchens forsees another stiff game. 

"West Chester is a strong team ... said Hitchens. "I m 
not talking locally. but on a national level. It we continue to play 
the way we have ... she continued. "the way we did in the 
Towson game. the first half against Maryland. and the second 
half today-if we put it all together in two good halves-then we 
have the potential to beat West Chester ... 

Dining Halls 
Meals hours for Election 

Day, Tuesday, at all dining 
halls wiD be 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 
a.m. for breakfast; 9:30a.m. 
to 10:30 a.m. for continental 
breakfast; 12:30 p.m. to 1: 30 
p_.m. for lunch; and 4:30p.m. 
to 6:30p.m. for dinner. 

Snack bars will be open 

from 11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. at 
the Student Center. 7:30p.m. 
to 11 p.m. at Pencader, and 8 
p.m. to 11 p.m. at faesar 
Rodney. 

The Stone Building, the 
Faculty Uub, and the 
Rathskeller will all be closed. 

FINANCES CHOKING YOU? The Central fraternity Government 
Announces Its Compare Costs At 

IVY HALL 
APARTME 

See: 
Herb Russell 

G-4 

CaiJ: 
368-8166 

11Thank God It's Friday" 
Sunrise Party 

!I TODAY II 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 

(Old North College) 

ALL CAMPUS INVITED 

3:30-5:00 
Everything Is On The House 

... 
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Sports Staff's Selections • • • Booters Fall to 'Cats 
(C-tl-.1 from ...... 24) 

Steve Bob Ed Bruce Duke Eggy Lucky 
"The ball was in the net before he blew ·the whiistle," added Smith Dutton Carpenter Bryde Hoyden Pelf en Pierre Consensus 

Kline, "he should've at least made the call before the shot." 
Villa. at Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware The rest of the half ticked away, and Villanova was ahead 1-0. 
Delaware 

Ar~. at ~Tex. A&M 
"We came out ready to play in the second half," said Kline. "We 

TexasA&M Tex.A&M Tex. A&M Tex. A&M Tex. A&M Tex. A&M Tex. A&M Tex. A&M scored our goal, then we backed off again," Smallwood headed in 
a goal at 3:10, on an indirect kick from Alan Erickson. 

Auburn at 
Auburn Auburn Auburn Auburn Auburn Auburn Auburn Auburn "That was the time to jump right on top of it and come back for 

Florida another one," said Kline. "They took the momentum after WE 
·Temple at 

Temple Temple Cincin Temple Temple Temple Temple Temple 
score." added assistant coach Robert Lieb. 

Cincin. 
· Using that momentum, Villanova took a little over three 

Ill. at 
Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. minutes to score again. It was the same passing combination, Fay 

Ohio St. . to Stephanou, which drove in the second tally at 9:26. · 
1 

Md. at 
Penn St. Penn St. Penn St. Penn St. Maryland Penn St. Penn St. Penn St.· 

The Hens had chances to score in the last 20 minutes. They put 
Penn St. on good pressure, and peppered the Villanova goal. Gene Holmes 

N. Dame 
had 12 saves for the Wildcats. 

N.Dame N . Dame N. Dame N. Dame N. Dame N . Dame N. Dame N.Dame vs. Navy 
Delaware shot 24 times to 15 for the Wildcats; the 'cats had 9 

Pitts. at 
Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. Pitts. corners to 89 for UD. Hen goalie John Downham had 7 saves. 

Syracuse Delaware was called for 21 fouls, Villanova for 16, and the Hens 
SMU at Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas 

were called offsides four times. 
Texas "You need some breaks-- you've got to be lucky," emphasized 

Lost week's 
Kline, remembering Bobby Diaconis' shot off the crossbar. and 

9-1 10-0 9-1 10-0 8-2 10-0 9-1 10-0 other near-miSses. "You don't play every game your best --you record 

Season 
need to be a little lucky to get over the rough spots," mused the 

48-21-1 54-15-1. 53-16-1 49-20-1 50-19-1 50-19-1 45-24- 1 51-18-1 Hen coach. 
record , 

··I think the most important thing after a game like this is to 

A TO Captu.res Two IM Titles 
walk off the field with your chin up and your mouth shut," advised 
Steward. "Try and keep what little dignity you have left. 

"It's just a bad way to lose." said Jeff McBrearty. "It didn't 
seem like a game of soccer today. It's not like we were beat by a 
better team and that hurts.·· 

SPE, ATO Chase SN for Team Point Lead Senior halfback Alan Erickson expressed his initial feelings. but 
also looked ahead optimistically. "It's a disappointment. It's kind 
of humiliating when you lose like that-- but I guess it's the sign of 
a good team when you can come of a game like that and not let it 
affect you." 

By JAY LYNCH 

Several intramural sports 
have finished their seasons, 
including paddleball and 
handbail. where Alpha Tau 
Omega swept to both team 
titles. 

Robin Dunlap of A TO, won 
the individual paddleball 
championship topping 
teammate Bill Harman 21-19. 
12-21. 21-2. Dunlap was 
handball titlist last year. 

·Chester Bunting of A TO and 
Phil Fisher of Brown reached 
the semifinals. 

Dr. Tim Brown of the 
Physical Education Dept. won 
the individual title in handball 
while independents Parris 
Zirkenbach, and Bob Harvey 
placed second . and third 
respectively. 

Sigma Phi Epsilon repeated 
as ·intramural tennis 

·champions this year with 
Gilbert E, S~rd and Phi 

Saturday Flick 

Kappa Tau taking second, 
third and fo~ places 
respectively. Bill Wehrle of 
SPE took the individual title, 
John Wagner of PKT was 
second and there was a tie for 
third between Scott Cushing 
of SPE and Bob Bauder an . 
indep,endent. In the 
Recreational League the 
team tennis champions were 
the Untouchables who were 
led by individual titlist Bruce 
Meyer. Mike Heil of 
Dickinson B took second 
place. 

As the intramural Floor 
Hockey season progi-esses the 
top teams are becoming 
apparent. Delta Upsilon (3-0) , 
Reefer United (4-0) and SPE 
(341) lead Division 1 while 
Delta Tau Delta, A TO and 
PKT, are tops in Division 2, 
all with 3-0 tecords. The Leafs 
(3-0) and Sigma Nu (2-0> are 
the leaders in Division 3. In 
Rec Leagut; Dave's Raiders 
(2-1> lead the East while 

''THE 
GODFATHER'' 

starring 

MARLON BRANDO 
7andlOP.M. 

2 and 9:45p.m. 

ADVANCED TICKET SALES 
THURSDAY AND fRIDAY PRECEDING 

FEATURE. NOON TO 3 P.M. 
STUDENT CENTER EAST LOUNGE 

· Frogtown !2-0) paces the 
West. 

Sigma Nu is the leader in 
the overall IM team title race 
with 237 points. the SPE's are 
second with 214 points and 
ATO is third with 200 points. 
Brown and Sypherd are . 
fourth and fifth with 170 and 
146 points respectively. 

Kline views Bucknell. tomorrow's opponent. as "a good. solid 
team; one that "we'll have to play exceptionally well to beat." 
Their strengths are aggressivness. good size. and speed up front. 

Intramural basketball 

Kline pointed out, however, that "they're concerned. We've been 
a thorn in their side for years ... Also noting that this is Parents' 
Weekend at Bucknell and they will have a pretty large crowd, 
"they're going to be excited. They're going to be up for the game." 

rosters are due November 5 to 
Bruce Troutman in room 103A 
Carpenter Spo~ Bujlding. 

The Bisons currently are in first place in the conference 
Delaware still has an outside chance if they can beat Bucknell and 
Lafayette. and force a three-way tie for first. "We are stili not out 
fo it mathematically," added Kline. 

SENIORS 
There will be two more sign-up dates for 
appointments for senior portraits. 

Monday, November 4, J 0-5 and 7· J 0 
Tuesday, November 5, J 0-5" and 7-J 0 ~ 
both in Room 308 of the Student Center. 

IF you CAN'T STOP OVER, CALL DURING 
THOSE TIMES AND WE'LL SET rUP AN 
APPOINTMENT. ( 738-2628) 

- Times are available for portraits on November 18, 20, 21, 
and 22. REMEMBER, it costs nothing to have your picture 
in the yearbook. 

These are the last sign-up 
days before the November 
sittings- so sign up now I 

-· 



·spikers Top Ursinus 
Offense Keys Womens' Win 
High sets · and a strong offense helped the 

volleyball team to an easy two set triumph over 
Ursinus Tuesday at Carpenter Sports Building. 
After three hard fought losses in recent action, 

·the 1S-4, 1S-4 tally, which extended the season 
record to 11-4, was welcomed by the spikers. 

"We play a more offense oriented game than 
they play," said Coach Barbara Vira. After the 
game, the Ursinus coach explained her 
philosOphy about playing to Viera-the offense 
should not be developed until the fundamentals 
are mastered. As a result, "they had good 
passing, but there was no force behind their hits." 
Viera said. 

"We were setting higher than we usually do," 
remarked Viera, explaining that this gives the 
team members more time to react and get in 
position. "It was apparent that this was working. 
In the past. we've set lower and have been rushed 
for time on the spike," said Viera. 

The improved sets led to Kizzie Mailander's six 
kills for nine attempts. "She had a real strong 
hits." Viera affirmed. 

Each team member contributed significantly in 
different areas. resulting in the strong winning 
effort. Mary Ryan, who usually sparks the team 
with her spiking and serving, led the team in 
passing. She had three perfect passes for four 
attempts. Wendy Sorrick and Mary Wisniewski 
led the team in serving, making three and four 
aces. respectively. 

Harriers Sweep Tigers; 
Face Widener Next 

By STEVE SCHLACHTER 

The cross<Ountry team took a trip to Towson, 
Maryland on Tuesday that turned out to be a 
joyride. The Hens. steered to a 1&-50 shutout in 
upping their record to 6-4. 

The meet included a token appearance by the 
George Mason Univesity harrien; from Fairfax, 
Virginia. The Hens were not. even worried about 
them. but if a score was kept for their battle. the 
Hens would have won 26-33. 

The Towson meet was a quick two training days 
after the loss to Glassboro last Saturday. The 
team was tired after. Tuesday but will have to 
forget weariness and in three days get ready for 
possibly their toughest opponent this year. 
Widener. 
· Tuesday, however, the harriers were in total 

command of the situation and the results 
reinforce this conclusion. "We went out strong as 
a ~earn. and wanted to blow them out." co-captain 
Rtch Ztmny declared. "Steve Reid and Jack Croft 
went out to try and break the course record and 
missed by 17 seconds. Rick Fehr tied them and 
ran a fantastic race ... Zimny maintained. . 

Actually the top two finishers were from 
George Mason. Jeff Peterson and Jim Albers ran 
out in front of the pack most of the race and 
finished first with 27:14 times. 

The jayvee extended their record to 8-2 with a 
1S-4, 1&-12 win over Ursinus. Kim Sidell and 
Nancy McCoy led the team in serving, and Allyn 
Engman was the leading passer. "They have 
really been functioning as a team." said Viera. 

Both the varsity and jayvee teams will host 
Penn State Nov. 9 at 1:30 p.m. in the front gym of 
Carpenter Sports Building. 

Staff photo by Duane Perry 

UP FOR G~Mary Ryan spikes the ball as Ina Vatvars 
(311 and Kizzie Mailander (20) look on. 

Steve · Reid. Jack Croft and Hick Fehr didn "t 
seem bothered by the two. though. as they ran 
a great race between themselves.-The trw stayed 
together in the latter part of the race and came 
across the finish line with identical times of 27: -H 
for first place. 

Fourth place belonged to John Webers at 27:53 
followed by Ken Brannon of George Mason at 

{Continued to ...... 19) 

By JACK CROFT 

In high school. he set the state mile record. a 
mark which still stands. He was the ·other half of 
Newark's "dynamic duo." John Greenplate and 
Jim Bray: everyone in the state knew their names 
and other runners dreaded the day they had to 
compete against them. After graduating from high 
school they went their separate ways-Greenplate 
to William and Mary and Bray to Penn State. 

In his freshman year at Penn State. ·Bray 
finished tenth in the IC4A's Junior Varsity Race. 
He had the best indoor season of his life. A pulled 
groin muscle kept him sidelined during the outdoor 
season but he returned his sophomore year to move 
into the seventh position on the Nittany Lion's 
varsity cross country team. 

BRAY CARRIES ON 

"' ' J , . 

Bray Takes Delaware in Stride 
Then. suddenly. Bray left Penn State and 

returned to Newark. this time to compete for 
Delaware. At the end of this cross country season. 
his year of ineligiblity will be served and he will 
start to officially compete for the University of 
Delaware. 

Why. when 'he was running so well. did Bray 
transfer to Delaware from a school with one of the 
best athletic programs in the country? 

"Coach Groves (Penn State's cross country and 
track coach) and I basically had different ideas 
about running." said Bray. "I felt that he was 
running through his runners. I remember after one 
of Penn State's runners had a bad race. Coach 
Groves grabbed him and said ·Do you know how 
bad you made me and Penn State look?' And yet. if 
someone ran extremely well. he was there taking a 
share of the glory. When something went wrong. it 
was ·you.· When something went right though. it 
was ·we.· In my opinion. a coach does just the 
opposite. 
' .. As far as the technical aspects of running are 
concerned. I couldn't have asked for any better 
(place). We only had five meets (in cross country) 
and they were all on Friday or Saturday. so I 
almost never missed any classes. 

"Technically. Groves is one of the top five 
coaches in the U.S. I learned a lot while I was 
there. I had the experience of running with some of 
the best runners in the country. But I wasn't 
getting any large degree of financial aid. I was 
paying a lot of money and not enjoying running. 
Athletically. Penn State is superior to Delaware 
but. academically. there really isn't that much 
difference ... 

So Jim Bray is again running in Newark. This 
season. he has competed unofficially in four of the 
Hen cross country meets. placing first in three of 
them. His only loss was to Gary Cohen of 
American U .. the reigning MAC Three Mile Champ. 
He has already broken the Delaware course record 
at Polly Drurrunond by 50 seconds. 

·-rm almost in shape physically but mentally I 
still have a way to go." Bray said. "This season 
looks good but I hope to improve greatly." 

In comparing Delaware's Cross Country 
Program to Penn State's. Bray had a number of 
interesting insights. ·"Technically. as a coach. I've 

been very surprised at Edgar tthe Hens· coach 1 ... 
Bray related. "For a man who only ran one day of 
cross country in his life. he's doing Vl'ry well. I 
think this is indicative of the type of coach he is. 
Technically. Groves was superior. But Edgar beats 
Groves as a human being-he knows how to coach. 

"He realizes that an athlete's success is 
dependent on the athlete. not the coach. Groves 
became the athlete's conscience while Edgar tries 
to bring out and develop the talent that a runner 
has. He gives them an opportunity to mature. 
Under Groves. I felt that I wasn't maturing as a 
person or an athlete. I was running ' faster but I was 
digressing in maturity ... 

In discussing Delaware's meet schedule. though. 
Jim is not as enthusiastic as he is about the coach. 

"I feel that the runners are greatly hindered by 
the schedule ... stated Bray. "This year. our first 
four meets were at home and the last six were 
away. That's poor scheduling. But the number of 
meets (10) is absurd. We should run "tri" and 

"quad" meets. I don't care how many teams we 
run. as long as we only have five or six meet days. 

"It takes at least six days to recover from a meet 
for most people. This kind of scheduling is 

1 physically destructive. Mentally. you never get a 
chance to recover. It seems like you always have a 
meet coming up... . 

"Running is a year-round program ... continued 
Bray. "Most good runners run 345 days of the year. 
I've chosen which meets to run this year since I'm 
ineligible to compete officially. I feel sorry for the 
team. They're going to have trouble running these 
last two weeks (four meets in eleven days l. 

"Academically. I feel that our schedule shows a 
lack of concern on the part of the athletic 
administration for the athlete. I've missed the 

·same class six times this year.because of meets. 
"Brutis Hamilton. one of the most respected 

coaches in the country. once said. ·one of the main 
purposes of a coach is to refrain from interfering 
with the athlete's progress.· This schedule does just 
the opposite ... 

"This year. Delaware's team lacks experience. 
But the talent is there. For the next two years. we 
should be running for the title. But if our schedule 
doesn't change:· Bray concluded. "we'll be going 
into it with one strike against us ... 
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Wildcats Stalk Hen Gridders 
In Hopes of Snapping Streak 

By ROBERT DUnON 

Trying to snap a three ·game losing streak the 
Villanova Wildcats will ·invade Delaware 
Stadium tomorrow for a 1:30 p.m. clash with the 
Hens. 

With the aggregate success of Temple in the 
past few seasons the Wildcats have become the 
"other" Philadelphia team on Delaware's 
schedule. However Hen coach Tubby Raymond is 
far from at ease over tomorrow's contest. 

"They are a good defensive football team," 
began the Hen mentor. "They have played some 
outstanding teams in their last three games. As a 
matter of fact, their entire schedule is made up of 
very stringent competition so I don't feel their 
won-lost record (3-4) is indicative of their 
strength." 

Those last three games have been against 
Tampa (47-8), Houston (3:Hl), and Boston 
College (55-7). Indeed as Raymond notes-that is 
the toughest of competition. · 

For Villanova's first year coach Jim Weaver, 
one of the disappointments thus far has been the 
Wildcat offense. They have rushed for only 562 
yards and scored just one touchdown on the 
ground. Their passing game has accounted for 
but 930 yards as their quarterbacks have 
completed but 42 per:cent of their passes. while 

·being intercepted 14 times. 

Hens Honored I 
Two Hen gridders were named 

to the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference Division li honor roll 
for their standout · play in 
Delaware's 21-17loss to Temple. 

Sam Miller, defensive end. and 
safety Bernie Ebersoll. both. 
played major roles in attempting 
to frustrate the potent Temple 
offense. Miller claimed · 11 
tackles, assisting on two, while 
Ebersoll dropped the ball carrier 
six times and assisted on six 
others tackles. 

Captain Ed Clark, linebacker, 
received honorable mention to 
the squad. 

S{..IPPING AWAY-Pat Semple comes down with the winning touchdown pass 
as Steve Schwartz reaches back to the ball. The Hens now face their second Division 
I team when they host the Villanova Wildcats tomorrow. 

The 'Cats Cal) point to several reasons for their 
offensive ineptitude through their first seven 
games. The first. of course would be the schedule. 
Yet it doesn't end there. Villanova presents an 
offensive line that screams inexperience, four of 
its starters are sophomores. Also high on the list 
is injuries. 

.. (Continued to Page 201 

Booters Slip ECC· with 'Cat Loss • 1n 
By SUSAN ROSS 

"It's been a long time since I cried after a game," 'admitted 
Chris Donahue after the soccer team dropped a 2-1 heartbreaker . 
at Villanova Wednesday. "It was just total frustration," signed 
Donahue. 

the worst thing about the officiating was they let the game get 
physical." Junior wing Robbie Furness added, "They're a 
physical team and they beat us physically." · 

"We were backin' off, we were giving them time-- 2 or 3 steps," 
observed Kline about the Hens' opening play. "We were having 
trouble getting used to the field -- it was very small, very rough, -
in that time they scored a goal." 

"The game got a little out of hand." explained Chip Smallwood. 
··The refs just couldn't keep control of it." 

"It's unbelievably frustrating for a player to have a game taken 
away by the refs." commented Clay Steward. a junior fullback. 
His backfield sidekick Dave Ferrall agreed~ "We played 13 on 11 
today. It's tough beatin' those refs." 

Villanova's Gabriel Stephanou booted in a 10 yarder at 10:00 off 
a pass from teammate Gerry Fay. Delaware bounced back and 
began to settle down. 

.. I hate to blame officials, but they hurt us all day long," saic 
Coach Loren Kline. "It was just little things -- offsides calls, a 
coupole of corner kicks we shouldn 've had given to us .... I think · 

"It was into the middle of the first half before we started playing 
well." noted Kline. The Hens started moving the ball and taking 
shots. Then Chris Donahue scored, but the goal was not allowed 
because of an offsides call, which was strongly protested. 

Soccer action finds 
adversaries scrapping for the 
ball. The hOOters take to 
Bucknell tomorrow hoping to 

(Continued to Page 221 • th · · · • regam ell' ~ng ways. 
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By Robert Dutton 

"Greatness is not in never falling. but in rising after 
you have fallen." ---Vince Lo~bardi. 1 

If you accept that reasoning, and it's pretty tough to 
argue with, i.hen Muhammad Ali must truly be great. 
He had reached the pinacle of success in boxing ten 
years ago when he defeated Sonny Liston for the 
heavyweight title of the world. · 

He was then stripped of his title for refusing to 
enter the military, suffered a forced ina<:tivity for 
three-and-one-half years before being allowed to fight 
again. Then when he was allowed to box. he was 
promptly beaten by Joe Frazier. Later he suffered a 
humiliating loss to Ken Norton, · then a relative 
unknown. 

To many it must have seemed, ~t the time, that Ali 
was finished, yet while everyone was counting him out 
he began a ~meback that culminated in his winning 
the crown back again Tuesday night in Zaire. Indeed, 
if anyone was a living example of Lombardi's 
definition of greatnesS, Ali was. 

·After The Fall 
Ali faced his test Tuesday in Zaire against George 

Foreman. The Delaware football team faces their test 
tomorrow in Delaware Stadium against Villanova. 

The game with the Wildcats is probably the pivotal 
contest in the Hens' season. If they win, they will be 
well on the way to their third national title in · four 
years (which is their unstated goal). while if they lose. 
the result could quite ~ibly be a repeat of last 
season's early exit in the playoffs. 

The Hens, of course.· had won their first six 
games before dropping last Saturday's crusade to 
Temple, 21-17. The interesting intangib_le aspect of 
that contest is the question of how emotiOnally spent 
are the Hens after last week's narrow loss. Did the 
heartbreaking defeat psychologically drain the 
Hens too much for the upcoming games on their 

schedule? 
Hen coach Tubby Raymond thinks not. 
"My observation of what happened," began 

Raymond, "was that it was not a hysterical effort. It 
was a very firm attempt but not-a fantical one." 
"Th~ir response has been excellent." he continued, 

"They're not feeling sorry for themselves; we had a 
good scrinunage Monday." 1 

Pressed further about the slim loss to the Owls. 

Raymond added, "We regard that game as a win. We 
feel we accomplished a great deal. .. 

"When you consider that only four points separate 
the Cup and the Trophy (reference to the fact -that the 
Owls were the leaders in the major college Lambert 
Trophy ratings, while the Hens lead the small college 

-Lambert Cup rankings). that's really something." 
said the Hen coach. adding that "if we had played 
Penn State a few years ago ... " 

Raymond quickly noted that he did not consider 
Temple in the class of a Penn State. 

Asked if he felt the squad would be as up for this 
game as they were for Temple. the Hen mentor 
responded. by .joking, that if he knew that. he might be 
able to sleep at night. He quickly followed this 
statement with an assurance that he was confident of 
the emotional stability of his team. 

Raymond concluded by saying, "I think you have a 
psychological problem every week. This just happens 
to be a week in which we are coming off a very hard 
fought game." 

Still the memory of last season's unglamorous late 
season fade out remains. Whether they will repeat 
that performance this year quite probably will be 
decided tomorrow. 
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